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Latin in Schools.. Mr. Editor: I

|] V 'osoy-h;\ of tlie morality of Plato—iu "whose
_- v. is, says the poet, gods would have spoken—

f

ii . eloquence of Demosthenes, -with which noih.

*v Uie Transcript of Wednesday evenm; in ~ sinw
^f

s compared; of whose crown speech

Oi-oare said, that it could not have been-made
ir English for want of words."

Your correspondent says "the reform will not

coiaineiKe with those, who hare wasted their

t '„,. and like the fox that lost his tail, would
Lr'veaH others conform," and urges the "mas*"

sell their freedom; which they never will do,

i.'L.nuse the self-made men, the. leaders of the

ss/' whom he calls "itnedMcat&k" having

This subject, like all others, we like t<( ratsed themselves by their own exertions, have

ly discussed, but with care and research im&<?-enough to see in what they are deficient,

or abuse of so much'time is a matter of and frequently educate themselves ami always

portance, but the narrow limits of a new! provide for the classical culture of their children.

J T. 2 writer is indebted to the Greek iEsop for his

simile of the fox,—as any boy in the Latin school

Thewriter seems to think that "th^^ldtelihinb—at the same time perhaps cor-

J I in and Greek is now over," and that reeling him on the gender of that animal, young

would have been instituted hi our Collj America being disposed. to verbal criticism,
'

'Franklin" says Greek and Latin scholars, with

few exceptions, ai*e the stiffest and most awak-
v.'o rd speakers and

,
writers,we have. All the fa-

cie on this subject, signed "Franklin."

are informed that Dr. Stebbins "has

crme out against the prevalent folly of
j

Creek and Latin above everything else

tion." As if no. one had ever dared to

before, to ; be triumphantly refuted anc

by -uch men as Lord Brougham,—to a ^
and Latin take a still higher stand in

it in popular, estimation

v- •.!! as. the want of general interest, maki
elusion from the daily press a necessity.

ago had practical men had the control|

no, moulded on the antiquated sy

at the world has been moving on.

of history, it has been under the

world has moved on in any way $ mous orators 1 can think of have been clasically

ed heated, if we may except Patrick Henry. And
of men who were the classically educate! in regarding him, the author may haw overlook-

time. The Archimedes of the lever cd Webster and Calhoun, and Pinkney, and Otis,

routed the Eureka in almost every disci and Ckoate, and Everett. The fox, in the fable,

1 en fre-L from the classics. In refon did try tojbfersuade the others to cut off their

dty. Pitt, Fox, Wilberforce, and tails; but; she did not put her whole body into.

all were classical scholar- the trapj^Cnt we see men afterleaving the clois-

jf discoveries have been.made by na tci Ufe of£thc college finding improvement, as

xJhaito.red genius, and reforms headed well as pleasure, in extending their classical

v' o were great by nature only, it war&fudics. Harvard docs hof want a President who
cause they were not classically educate sha I i be alone in ignorance of the classics, even

among adepts in scieuce^o one. of whom he can

< hope to surpass in his peculiar department.

We do. not like to see the name- of Franklin

j-m> titmod in a cause which he last of all would

spite ofthe want of that early culture

ilways valued most highly the

the College, and have been most ready

tc :heir children the advantages, win
taught them were most necessary favor. It would not be unknown to the writer

It is hoped that the new President of that Franklin studied anct mastered Latin late in

U to he a practical man, "who will life, if he should read the autobiography of tlie

they least of all i
Boston Printer, of if he had consulted Sparks's

idiich amounts, SJ Life. Franklin .spent, the declining years of his~

to perverting the funds of the great i Kfe in pro^ting the. very cause which his "disci-

lesrned languages, as

c&l!ed, to yield," &e.

;

L; mingfrom their original uses and
defiance the will of the donors, and coi

pie" opposes, namely, that of sound education.

We have always' thought Catd's learning Greek
fnuid irpon the benevolence of the found (even after the age of 80F worthy of imitation as

If the writer had homed the language an example—and he was the practical man of his

he wo]4ay. * Education.
» ny,

Lo says, are least of all learned

Jtt.Il that Latin is the key to all learnin

1 . ton wrote his- Piuicipia in Latin : in it is writ-

ten :he history of the world—hi it was acted the

drama of ten centuries—and French and Spanish

and Italian are but its corruptions: he would
that Greek was the language of the Socratie



A Leading Error of the Age. TI him, by careful instruction, the laws of his mind,

ishing discoveries in physical science, w or to developc she higher instincts of his nature;

last century, have given such a prepor and in this it has come short of its duty,

impulse to studies of this description, t) Ministers tell us that religion is declining, and
paratively no progress has been made ii moralists bewail the increase of lawlessness and

science. While the phenomena of electrii crime. What wonder? We are developing our

been analyzed ; while steam has been su civilization abnormally, and must expect -to pay
the will of man; and while the results of the penalty. Not that we must abandon physical

rents of the sea and the winds of hcav science, but that we must prosecute the higher

l>een explained to the satisfaction of the sciences at the same time, so that knowledge of

little, or nothing that is new has been de; the body and knowledge of the mind and spirit

ted in relation to the laAV3 of psychok>£ may advance hand in hand. [Philadelphia Bul-

tendency of all this has been to give a im lcti'u. _

tic turn "to the otherwise advanced ninetee English and American Words. The dif-

tury. Just as anatomists, in consequence ferCnt uses of words in England and in this coun-
too exclusive attention to the structure ol^ are interesting. Lumber, which with us is ap-
man frame, arc apt to ignore the existen< pfie(i to saAvn timber, means trash, in England,
spirit independent of the body, so wh Where we say boards, the Englishman says deals.

generation is principally engrossed in we take baggage on a journey, the Englishman
science, it has, in the nature of things, a omv luggage. Our ladies are 'fond of dry good*,
tv toward materialism, and retrogrades their English sisters are equally devoted to liaber-

uality and all the loftier studies. dashery. The Yankee cries Go Ahead; the Brit-

We do not oppose the prosecution of isher says All Bight. The American travels "in
science, but only contend that other studi« the carsV the Englishman "bv the rail." The
not be neglected. We would have cl. former sends a letter "by the mail," the latter

geology, astronomy, meteorology, me "bv the post." The one has a bureau in his bed
and every other physical science pura chamber; the other on'y a chest of drawers.
even increased assiduity. But while this is ucmg
done, let not psychology be forgot. Already the

evils of this neglect of the latter science have been

made manifest, in a delusion as mad as that of

the Salem witchcraft and immeasurably more
extended. While the composition of the real

muscle has been analyzed, while the amount of

gases which a man breathes daily has been dem-

onstrated, while the nervous matter has been

traced in all its thousand ramifications through

the human system, no investigations, deserving

the name of 'scientific, have been undertaken, or,

if undertaken, properly prosecuted, into the laws

of mind, or even of life. Of biology, using that

term in its critical sense, we know next to noth-
j

ing. Hence it is, that, in an age of railroads, I

spinning jennies, magnetic telegraphs, delusions,

like :.pirit-rappings have arisen. Hence it is, also.

that too many, who are not atheists, are arduous

believers in the wildest religious delusions.

The age is rendered materialistic in another

way bv the preponderating importance attached

to physical discoveries. Our civilization has be-

come almost purely material. What we shall eat,

what we shall drink, and wherewithal we shall be

clothed, is the great inquiry, the subject that

absorbs nearly all our time. History will describe

this vaunted
* nineteenth century as inferior, in

many particulars, to others less celebrated, which

have gone before. The age of Luther, Xavier

and Latimer, for example, was an
-

eminently

spirited one. The age of Queen Elizabeth was an

eminentlv heroic one. The age of Voltaire,

D'Alembert and the French Encyclopaedists, was

an eminently intellectual one. All these several

ages acted moreover, on the higher elements of

society.

But this nineteenth century has done little, so

far, except to advance physical science. It has

enabled mankind to dress more cheaply, to trans-

mit messages more rapidly, to travel more rapidly;

and has, in a hundred ways, in short, increased

the material comforts of the civilized races. But

it hr.8 done nothing, absolutely nothing, to teach



Political Matters are just now i a gang of angels is called a host, and a host of

delightful to contemplate by patriots, porpoises is called a shoal, and a shoal of buffa-

pouldans Paulines ta«—^^^X?£&&£%&Z
out, and unless something arises to agai

J;
^
~
ey ang' a COVey of beauties is called a ga-

define the differences between the pa
laxy> aD

'

d a gakxy of ruffians is called a horde,

people will really have something to do and a horde of rubbish is called a heap, and

election of the next President. With thr a heap of oxen is called a drove, and a drove

m I of blackguards is called a mob, and a mob
Preservation op the Teeth. Thi of whales is called a school, and a school of wor-

can Dental Convention, in session last shippers is called a congregation, and a congrega-
Pbiladelphia, adopted the following resq

tioJ^f engineers is called a corps, and a corps of

.And, further, thaf in our belief .the pr< robbers is called a band, and a band of locusts is

dentistry at the present day has revealed, called a swarm, and a swarm of people 13 called a

Taxied and ample enough, when timely crowd, and a crowd of gentle-folks is called the

the preservation of almost every tooth, a $ftte and the elite of the city's thieves and ras-

decay and extraction 6hall only be simi cais are called the roughs, and the miscellaneous

-frith that of the human frame itself.
| crowd ot city folks is called the community or the

v~,d public, according as they are spoken of by the re-

w
litiious communitv or secular people.

"Now, again, the Hudson River i3 fact when the

immovable, and then the ice disappeared

FOR SALE. House
street cau be bought at a great bargain,

sixoua of aettlin* an estate, if applied for

n-30

WYMAN & COaji <s w , tce 18 _
Yaahingto:

yorv fagtj for it wa8 i00se . A clock is called fast

»f Mr Stevens i ioint n when it is quicker than time
;
but a man is told to

nmotaonof Mi btejen^ a joint r*
fa3t when he is desired to remain station

tne government snail i^™^ *a at whah t.hev have nothing to eatwas passed that
People fast when they have nothing to eat

transportation to the sick and wounded aiT- „V£«r*™I^n«ntlv when oooortul
who have been furlonghed or discharged

J"
d

,
e
,

at fast »
consequently, wnen opportunity m

,

"iMSSri!?
8 °f th°Se Wh° haVe ^ A story is told of a German who attempt

ilea m service.
, comt jn English> ^h tbe aia f a dictionary.

Tricks in Language. A writer in Having obtained an interview with an Euglish

of tricks that ingenwty can play with the Jv^v
tongue. He says that our language, "High-born madam, since your husband have
more than any other, is capable of quee kicked de bucket—

•

gcnious uses, misuses, transformations a

binations. The student of the curiosities

ture is astonished at its wonderful sus«

Sir!" interrupted the lady, astonished and dis-

pleased. • ,

"Oh, pardon—nine, ten thousand pardon! Now
I make new beginning—quite order beginning,

to odd pranks in the way of orthography Madam, since your husband have cut his stick—u

prosody, pronunciation, rhyme and trai It may be supposed that this did not mend
Some curious effects are sometimes proc matters ; and reading as much in the lady's coun-

*n i-geniou, ^gemen. of pronuncia ^SSl'S^KMSSf "* """' "> "^
"Madam, since your husband has gone to «Jag-

dom come—"
This he said beseechingly, but the lady was past

propitiation by this time, and rapidly moved to-

mmriwi «T tii ftVn7pL~BoropTi^Tfi^.J ward tne door - Taking a last hurried look at hisM
dictionary, the German flew after the lady, crrjg

out in a voice of despair:

"Madam, since your husband, your m
What are they who pay three guineas spected husband, have hopped de twig—" %

iui'.r This was his sheet anchor, and as this

device has often been used in political ai

partizan songs called "echo verses," in v

sounds of the last words of a line are

after the manner of an echo, the whole

ing. This, though a short specimen, is

illustration

:

also
ei "came home," of course the poor man was totally

d wrecked. It turned out that the dictionary he
had used had put down the verb sterben (to die)

with the following worshipful series of equivalents

:

1. To kick the bucket. 2. To cut one's stick. 8.

To go to kingdom come. 4. To hop tne twig; to

hop off the perch into Davy's locker.

A French translator of Cooper's "Spy," in

which it will be remembered the residence of the

To hear a tune of Fmg&u
{Echo) Pack o' ninnl

The writer then continues, giving vari

amples to illustrate his remarks

:

FOREIGNERS AND THE ENGLISH LANC
The English language must appear 1

and wonderfully made to a foreigner,

them, looking at a picture of a number of

said, "See, what a flock of ships." He
;

that a flock of ships was called a fleet, bi Wharton familyis called" "The Locusts," found
fleet of sheep was called a flock. And it

ded, for his guidance in mastering the ini

of our language, that "a flock of
called a bevy, that a bevy of wolves is

this term rendered in his dictionary "Les Lanter-

elles"—"The Grasshoppers." Butiji one place

one of the dragoons is represented as tying his

horse to one of the locusts on the lawn. The
pack, and a pack of thieves is called a

gj translator> taking it for granted that American



grasshoppers must be of gigantic Equivocal verses gained great favor in the days

Iravelr informs his readers that the d of vindictive political and religious quarrels. They
ened the bridle of his charger to a are contrived so as to express two different mean-

hopper standing before the door fo to£9>
acc

T
°
c
rd

?
n£ ?? ^ *Fe read downwards or

pose aaoss. If thefoUowmg lines were run in, there

A 'French gentleman, who was car*
are manywho might be deceived by the first read-

]
one day. remarked, "I love de dogs, 1D£ : *_ „ * . '

eheep, de pigs, in short anything vat
. TUTanTl%™Zt

"*'

01 course, we make as funny mistai And for the settlement

lnno-nfuraa if we ftnlv knew it ^y conscience gives coneentlanguages 11 we omy Knew it. MoBt righteous a the cause
'Dies Blank, it in known, is accustomed to fight for George's laws
Many very queer things in a very queei It Is my mind and heart
But of all her mistakes, the absurdesl a Though none will takemy part Resolved to Uye and die.

Occurred when she cahed French moti ^^^ ^^ & ^^ ^ fee w&y
the humobous vein, of logic done by Granger. Hewas a remarkably

•^^^^.I2^1l5^.!?».'« contended that he was the hand-

The tory party here
Most hatcfil do appear
I ever have denied
To be ou James's side
To fight for sucn a ting
Will England's rain bring
In this opinion I

where ?

his fury, "what for eggs?'' "Mom
sir! or good endorsed credit!

She—!" says the customer lege of _. ^ the;c llege of the handsom-
est room is mine; in my room lam the hand-
somest thing;
In the world.'t you understand the Entftah ^ft£&& ergo

> l «* *« ^^omest thing

sir?" says the customer. "Not as yor
mingle it, I don't !" responded the egg — A furrier, wishing to inform the public that he
"What—is—the—price—per—dozen—f» would make up furs in a fashionable manner, out of
eggs?" "Ah, now you talk," says i old furs which ladies hare at home, appended the
"Sixteen cents per dozen is the price, si following to his advertisement : "N. B. Capes, vio-
traded. But it appears that another torine8) &c made Up for ladies in fashionable styles,
who, on asking "what

j
i eggs his morn mt their own sUm „

answered eggs, of course, responds-, . r
I'm glad of that, for the last I got of you were
half chickens."
A Dutchman had two pigs—a large one and a

small one. The smallest being the oldest, he was
trying to explain to a customer, and did it in this

wise: "The little pig is the piggest." Upon
which his vrow, assuming to correct him, said

:

"You will excuse him, he no speak as good Eng-
lish as me—he no means the little pig is the pig-

gest, but te youngest little pig Is te oldest."

In a Dutch translation of Addison's Cato, the

words "Plato, thou reasonest well," are rendered

:

"Just so—you are very right, Mynheer Plato."

"The dear little things, said an old nurse of

her mistress's twin children ; "one looks so much
like both, you can't tell t'other from which!"
The contradictions of pronunciation in the ter-

mination "ough" are amusingly displayed in the
following lines

:

Wife, make me some dumplings of dough,
They're better than mem for my cough;

Pray let them be boiled till hot through.
But not till they're heavy or tough.

Now I must be off to the plough,
And the boys (when they've had enough)

Must keep tbe flies off with a bough
While the old mare drinks at the trough.

Palindromes, or lines that read the same back-
ward and forward, are frequent in Latin or Greek,
but it is quite difficult to construct them in Eng-
lish. Tde lawyer's motto, "Si nummi immunis?'
is a good specimen of a Latin one. The best in
English is Adam's first observation to Eve,
"Madam, I'm Adam." The]one by Taylor, the
water-poet "Lewd I did live and evil did I dwel,"
lacks completeness in two points.

/



Is Being Done/

«ngue.

nfeBta nearly all the speech of our

so ra

seems

aken forthwith toward abating it.

The barbarism in question is now being u'

ill occasions, and by all sorts of people;

n*nr mri T,vY>ia tliefault »
asindee(1 a11 men sheuld be free "who

uear via irans
t ghakspeare spake." As

5o let me have space enough in your coin,
f

P
f Edward E

*
erettj he of course couid not ^

ttter an energetic protest in behalf of our n
or riged intQ any 8UCh verbal profli-

x to a certain vile barbaric^^ ^£^^^ .

f^ phra8e
*^

„ ,. '„but touch his classical lips, they would be sore for
leed has grown to be so rank a nu.sanc

&^ after WcndeU p ^ go^ ^
0U

taste in certain other respects, that I have not

read him a great deal; yet I have read him enough
to teel assured that his learned and well-mannered

} tongue cannot endure the taste of such sluttery.

ngmet with constantly m most of the ed Mr BryQJitt T am confident , neyer uses the phrase;
hat are being written, and m all the news]

thQUgh it sometime8 finds its way into the edi-

hat are being published, or for several ^ Qf the NewYork Evening Post. As for

iave been being published, or, I suppose,,\ ourworthy ^If, i ^not impeach you of the
>c being published for several years to con

% dftre nQt quite^ you p ^^
is being dinged into our poor suffering ea

f lintaipeachal)le thereof. am i believe the
inoally in our military walks, whenevei

editorial column8 of your careful and 8cholarlv
lave occasion to tell us that guns arty nd hbor ^ Daily Advertiser, are scrupulously
nounted, or ftave oeen tan? mounted; tU^ m that kind T am not very well read ^ the
liers are &eta<7 drilled or have been being i ^^ volumes of the Nortn American R^ew;
;hat fortifications are being made, or hav bm my impre6sion ig> tnat ^e phrase ^ neyer
being made; in short, we cannot be to)^^ a8 j am gure it neYer ought t0 ^ ^ that
inything is being done, or has been &e»nj

clear.paged periodical.
or is to be being done, but the same vile And g0 it ig ^^ ftll good English writers, from
must still be being thrust upon us. Not

the „well of English undefiled," down to the last

fears ago, the thing was commonly regard great period of Engush authorship, which draws
jtupid vulgarism, which all scholarly nj toward a cloge when

The rapt One, with the godlike forehead,
The heaven-eyed creature, sleeps in earth;
And Lamb, ti>e ft olio and the gentle,
Hatn vanished from his lonely hea/th.

jtinctively shunned; but now it turns uj

where almost as a matter of course, and m
self perfectly at home in the best mouths;

is often as anything is being spoken, the
Shakspeare would not put the phrase into the

is bound to be being heard; as often as ar ^ eyen of ^ bottle_nosed Bardolph . Mr3 .

it being written, the phrase 19 bound to &
Quickly would h&ve „goomed

.

fc^ faer heeIg;
„

****•
. , „ . "honest Launcelot Gobbo" would have run from

I presume you understand well enough u faster thftn he ran from „ mmQv
time what I mean. The barbarism, even 1

Jcw „ u wa8 nQt ^.^ dQym & ^ gin8
it is a barbarism, seema to exercise of to* wMch Lftud wa8 executed_ag it ^^
of witchcraft or fascination over men s I

wou]d haTe h had he been^ of
."

fof
haunting the present generation of tongi

MUton ,

g righteous ear wa9 ^^ ear.shot of
some "might of magic spells, so that tH

those preceediug8 . jeremy Taylor, dear, seraphic
not shake it off, and can hardly construe

Jeremy> eveu in hi8 most careless pictures, could
tence without using it. Such a frequent u

telenitie n0 8Ucn daubery. Leighton's intellectual
good phrase would at once be felt as an.

ctit would have coughed at tn3 phraseas a
and would be censured aa too much of

8ickenin potion. Johnson the Mighty, if he
thing;" but because the phrase is execr»1

bad qJ one ^ it fa ^ ^^K,
therefore it seems we cannot have enough Mve wall d ^ ualuck ginner woree
and so writers and speakers must be ei

fce eyef wal] d a «
vi]e Whi , And „

seeking or makmg opportunities for draj
down ^ a

in.. Now, to my taste, which may be "sow,—&^* - '—
raw," the thing, as at present used, really ai days." Walter Scott, I am very sure, is utterly

to something very like a profanation.
" unblemished with the thing. I remember to have

Some of our writers and speakers, ho? met with the. phrase once, and but once, in

am glad to be able to say, are not stain<Southey; and that one instance has stuck to my
this lingual unchastity. I do not remeri memory onlv as being strangely out of character

have met with the phrase in Daniel Websttin that well-languaged writer,

until I do meet with it there, I shall relij I suppose that so absurd a form of speech, (for it

hold that august structure to be utterly ff€ really is absurd) could hardly have crept into such



general rise, but that the absurdity of it is more
or less bidden in the irregularity of the verb To
be. "Were the participle in the ease formed regu-
larly, as in the yerb To move, the inherent sinful-

ness of the phrase in question would be pdpable
If any one should say, "7 am aming shaved,""or,
"a great battle is ising fought in Virginia," all

sensible noses would of course smell the foul
fault instantly. I cannot see that the foulness of
it is cleansed a whit, in reality, when one says, "I
am being shared," or, "a great battle is being
fought in Virginia."

I say, therefore, let the solecism be hunted.
down! Please help to do it, and oblige

A Lover or Clear English.
Camp ofN. Y. Vol. Engineers, Folly Island, S. C
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ADVERTISEMENT.

The Compiler has attempted to bring together in

this little volume the principles which should govern

Conversation among persons of true refinement of mind

and character, and to point out some of the most com-

mon and easily besetting vulgarisms occurring in the

colloquial English of our country and day. Part I. is

an Address delivered before a Young Ladies' School,

in Newburyport. Part II. is a Lecture addressed to

the Literary, Scientific, and Mechanics' Institution at

Reading, England. Part III. is a reprint from the

fourth English edition of " A Word to the Wise, or

Hints on the Current Improprieties of Expression in

Writing and Speaking," by Parry Gwynne, a few

passages not applicable to the habits of American

(7)



8 ADVERTISEMENT.

society being omitted. Part IV. is composed of se-

lections from two little English books, entitled " Never

too late to Learn : Mistakes of daily occurrence in

Speaking, Writing, and Pronunciation, corrected;"

and " Common Blunders in Speaking and Writing."

ADVERTISEMENT TO THE SECOND EDITION.

The several portions of this little volume have, since

its first appearance, been thoroughly revised, with the

endeavor to render it at once more entirely accurate,

and more extensively useful. Parts III. and IV. espe-

cially have been subjected to a careful revision, and

many alterations and additions have been made with

the design of embracing in the criticisms the more

common and more objectionable errors of speech and

pronunciation heard in American society. A table of

contents has been added, which it is believed will very

considerably enhance the value of the work.

The compiler is indebted to N. Bishop, Esq., Super-

intendent of the public schools of Boston, for valuable

suggestions and assistance in preparing this improved

edition for the press.

Boston, June 2, 1856.



PART I

AN ADDRESS
DELIVERED BEFORE THE KEYVBURYFORT FEMALE

HIGH SCHOOL, DECEMBER 19, 1816.

BY A2TDREW P. PEABODY.

Young Ladies:

You have made me happy by your kind invitation to

meet you, and to address you on this anniversary. A
day spent in this room at your annual examination,

nearly two years ago, was a season of privilege and

enjoyment not readily to be forgotten. I had previously

entertained a high regard for your instructor. I then

learned to know him by his work ; and were he not

here, I should be glad to extend beyond a single sentence

my congratulations with you that you are his pupils.

I have said that I accepted your invitation with glad-

ness. Yet, in preparing myself to meet you, I find a

degree of embarrassment. This is for you a season of

recreation,— a high festival ; and I am accustomed to

use my pen and voice only on grave occasions, and for

(9)



10 peabody's address.

solemn services. I know not how to add to your amuse-

ment. Should I undertake to make sport for you, my

awkwardness would give you more mirth than my wit.

The best that I can do is to select some subject that is

or ought to be interesting to you, and to endeavor to

blend a little instruction with the gayer and more lively

notes of the occasion. The lesson shall be neither

tediously long nor needlessly grave.

I propose to offer you a few hints on conversation.

How large a portion of life does it fill up ! How innu-

merable are its ministries and its uses ! It is the most

refined species of recreation,— the most sparkling source

of merriment. It interweaves with a never-resting

shuttle the bonds of domestic sympathy. It fastens the

ties of friendship, and runs along the golden links of the

chain of love. It enriches charity, and makes the gift

twice blessed. There is, perhaps, a peculiar appropri-

ateness in the selection of this topic for an address to

young ladies ; for they do more than any other class in

the community towards establishing the general tone and

standard of social intercourse. The voices of many of

you already, I lloubt not, strike the key-note of home

conversation ; and you are fast approaching an age when

you will take prominent places in general society ; will

be the objects of peculiar regard ; and will, in a great

measure, determine whether the social converse in your
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respective circles shall be vulgar or refined, censorious

or kindly, frivolous or dignified. It was said by a wise

man of antiquity,— " Only give me the making of songs

for the people, and I care not who makes the laws."

In our unmusical age and land, talking occupies the

place which songs did among the melody-loving Greeks

;

and he who could tune the many-voiced harp of the

social party need crave no higher office or more potent

sway.

Permit me now to enumerate some of the character-

istics of graceful, elegant, and profitable conversation,

commencing with the lower graces, and passing on to

the higher.

Let me first beg you, if you would be good talkers, to

form and fix now (for you can do this only now) habits

of correct and easy pronunciation. The words which

you now miscall it will cost you great pains in after life

to pronounce aright, and you will always be in danger

of returning inadvertently to your old pronunciation.

There are two extremes which you ought equally to

shun. One is that of carelessness ; the other, that of

extreme precision, as if the sound of the words uttered

were constantly uppermost in the mind. This last fault

always suggests the idea of vanity and pedantry, and is

of itself.enough to add a deep indigo hue to a young

lady's reputation.
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One great fault of New England pronunciation is, that

the work is performed too much by the outer organs of

speech. The tones of the voice have but little depth.

Instead of a generous play of the throat and lungs, the

throat almost closes, and the voice seems to be formed

in the mouth. It is this that gives what is called a nasal

tone to the voice, which, when denied free range through

its lawful avenues, rushes in part through the nose. We
notice the nasal pronunciation in excess here and there

in an individual, while Englishmen and Southerners

observe it as a prevailing characteristic of all classes of

people in the Northern States. Southerners in general

are much less careful and accurate in pronunciation than

we are ; but they more than compensate for this defi-

ciency by the full, round tones in which they utter them-

selves. In our superficial use of the organs of speech,

there are some consonants which we are prone to omit

altogether. This is especially the case with g in words

that end with ing. Nine persons out of ten say singin

instead of singing. I know some public speakers, and

many private ones, who never pronounce the t in such

words as object and prospect. Very few persons give

the right sound to r final. Far is generally pronounced

as if it were written fall. Now, I would not have the

full Hibernian roll of the r ; but I would have the pres-

ence of the letter more distinctly recognized than it

often is, even by persons of refined and fastidious taste.
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Let me next beg you to shun all the ungrarnniatical

vulgarisms which are often heard, but which never fail

to grate harshly on a well-tuned ear. If you permit

yourselves to use them now, you will never get rid of

them. I know a venerable and accomplished lawyer,

who has stood at the head of his profession in this state,

and has moved in the most refined society for half a

century, who to this day says hain't for has not, having

acquired the habit when a schoolboy. I have known

persons who have for years tried unsuccessfully to break

themselves of saying done for did, and you and I for

you and me. Many well-educated persons, through the

power of long habit, persist in saying shew for showed,

while they know perfectly well that they might, with

equal propriety, substitute snew for snowed; and there

is not far hence a clergyman, marvellously precise and

fastidious in his choice of words, who is very apt to com-

mence his sermon by saying, " I shew you in a recent

discourse." A false delicacy has very generally intro-

duced drank as the perfect participle of drink, instead

of drunk, which alone has any respectable authority in

its favor ; and the imperfect tense and perfect participle

have been similarly confounded in many other cases.

I know not what grammar you use in this school. I

trust that it is an old one ; for some of the new grammars

sanction these vulgarisms, and in looking over their
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tables of irregular verbs, I have sometimes half expected

to have the book dashed from my hand by the indignant

ghost of Lindley Murray. Great care and discretion

should be employed in the use of the common abbrevi-

ations of the negative forms of the substantive and

auxiliary verbs. Can't, don't, and haven't are admissible

in rapid conversation on trivial subjects. Isn't and hasn't

are more harsh, yet tolerated by respectable usage.

Didn't, couldn't, wouldn't, and shouldn't make as un-

pleasant combinations of consonants as can well be

uttered, and fall short but by one remove of those

unutterable names of Polish gentlemen which sometimes

excite our wonder in the columns of a newspaper. Won't

for will not, and ain't for m not, or are not, are absolutely

vulgar ; and hain't for has not, or have not, is utterly

intolerable.

Nearly akin to these offences against good grammar

is another untasteful practice, into which you are prob-

ably more in danger of falling, and which is a crying

sin among young ladies,— I mean the use of exaggerated,

extravagant forms of speech,— saying splendid for

'pretty, magnificent for handsome, horrid for very, horrible

for unpleasant, immense for large, thousands or myriads

for any number greater than two. Were I to write

down, for one day, the conversation of some young ladies

of my acquaintance, and then to interpret it literally, it
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would imply that, within the compass of twelve or four-

teen hours, they had met with more marvellous adven-

tures and hair-breadth escapes, had passed through more

distressing experiences, had seen more imposing spec-

tacles, had endured more fright, and enjoyed more

rapture, than would suffice for half a dozen common

lives. This habit is attended with many inconveniences.

It deprives you of the intelligible use of strong expres-

sions when you need them. If you use them all the

time, nobody understands or believes you when you use

them in earnest. You are in the same predicament with

the boy who cried wolf so often, when there was no

wolf, that nobody would, go to his relief when the wolf

came. This habit has also a very bad moral bearing.

Our words have a reflex influence upon our characters.

Exaggerated speech makes one careless of the truth.

The habit of using words without regard to their rightful

meaning often leads one to distort facts, to misreport

conversations, and to magnify statements, in matters in

which the literal truth is important to be told. You can

never trust the testimony of one who in common con-

versation is indifferent to the import, and regardless of

the power, of words. I am acquainted with persons

whose representations of facts always need translation

and correction, and who have utterly lost their reputation

for veracity solely through tins habit of overstrained and
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extravagant speech. They do not mean to lie ; but they

have a dialect of their own, in which words bear an

entirely different sense from that given to them in the

daily intercourse of discreet and sober people.

In this connection, it may not be amiss to notice a

certain class of phrases, often employed to fill out and

dilute sentences, such as, I'm sure,— Ideclare,— That's

a fact,— You know,— / want to know,— Did you

ever ?— Well ! Inever,— and the like. All these forms

of speech disfigure conversation, weaken the force of the

assertions or statements with which they are connected,

and give unfavorable impressions as to the good breeding

of the person that uses them.

You will be surprised, young ladies, to hear me add

to these counsels,— " Above all things, swear not at all."

Yet there is a great deal of swearing among those who

would shudder at the very thought of being profane.

The Jews, who were afraid to use the most sacred names

in common speech, were accustomed to swear by the

temple, by the altar, and by their own heads ; and these

oaths were rebuked and forbidden by divine authority.

I know not why the rebuke and prohibition apply not

with full force to the numerous oaths by goodness, faith,

patience, and mercy, which we hear from lips that mean

to be neither coarse nor irreverent, in the school room,

street, and parlor ; and a moment's reflection will con-
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vince any well-disj)osed person, that, in the exclamation

Lor, the cutting off of a single letter from a consecrated

word can hardly save one from the censure and the

penalty written in the third commandment. I do not

regard these expressions as harmless. I believe them

inconsistent with Christian laws of speech. Nor do they

accord with the simple, quiet habit of mind and tone of

feeling which are the most favorable to happiness and

usefulness, and which sit as gracefully on gay and buoy-

ant youth as on the sedateness of maturer years. The

frame of mind in which a young lady says, in reply to a

question, Mercy ! no, is very different from that winch

prompts the simple, modest no. Were there any room

for doubt, I should have some doubt of the truth of the

former answer ; for the unnatural, excited, fluttered state

of mmd implied in the use of the oath, might indicate

either an unfitness to weigh the truth, or an unwilling-

ness to acknowledge it.

In fine, transparency is an essential attribute of all

graceful and becoming speech. Language ought to rep-

resent the speaker's ideas, and neither more nor less.

Exclamations, needless expletives, unmeaning extrav-

agances, are as untasteful as the streamers of tattered

finery which you sometimes see fluttering about the

person of a dilapidated belle. Let your thoughts be as

strong, as witty, as brilliant, as you can make them;

2
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but never seek to atone for feeble thought by large

words, or to rig out foolish conceits in the spangled robe

of genuine wit. Speak as you think and feel ; and let

the tongue always be an honest interpreter to the heart.

But it is time that we passed to higher considerations.

There are great laws of duty and religion which should

govern our conversation ; and the divine Teacher assures

us that even for our idle words we are accountable to

Him who has given us the power of speech. Now, I

by no means believe that there is any principle of our

religion which frowns upon wit or merriment, or forbids

playful speech at fit seasons and within due limits. The

very fact that the Almighty has created the muscles

which produce the smile and the laugh, is a perpetual

rebuke to those who would call all laughter madness,

and all mirth folly. Amusement, in its time and place,

is a great good ; and I know of no amusement so refined,

so worthy an intellectual being, as that conversation

which is witty and still kind, playful, yet always rev-

erent, which recreates from toil and care, but leaves no

sting, and violates no principle of brotherly love 01

religious duty.

Evil speaking, slander, detraction, gossip, scandal, are

different names for one of the chief dangers to be guarded

against in conversation ; and you are doing much towards

defending yourselves against it by the generous mental
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culture which you enjoy in this seminary. The demon

of slander loves an empty house. A taste for scandal

betrays a vacant mind. Furnish your minds, then, by

useful reading and study, and by habits of reflection and

mental industry, that you may be able to talk about

subjects as well as about people,— about events too long

past or too remote to be interwoven with slander. But,

if you must talk about people, why not about their good

traits and deeds ? The truest ingenuity is that which

brings hidden excellences to light ; for Virtue is in her

very nature modest and retiring, while faults He on the

surface and are detected at a glance.

You will undoubtedly be careful to have your words

always just and kind, if you will only take a sufficiently

thorough view of the influence of your habits of conver-

sation, both in the formation of your own characters and

in determining the happiness of others. But how low

an estimate do many of us make of the power of the

tongue ! How little account we are apt to take of our

words ! Have we not all at times said to ourselves,

"
! it is only a word !

" when it may have been sharp

as a drawn sword, have given more pain than a score

of blows, and done more harm than our hands could have

wrought in a month ? TThy is it that the slanderer and

the talebearer regard themselves as honest and worthy

people, instead of feeling that they are accursed of God
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and man ? It is because they deal in evil words only,

and they consider words as mere nought. Why is it

that the carping tongue, which niches a little from every

body's good name, can hardly utter itself without a sneer,

and makes every fair character its prey, thinks better

of itself than a petty pilferer would ? It is because by

long, though baseless prescription, the tongue has claimed

for itself a license denied to every other member and

faculty.

But, in point of fact, your words not only express, but

help create, your characters. Speech gives definiteness

and permanence to your thoughts and feelings. The

unuttered thought may fade from the memory,— may

be chased away by better thoughts,— may, indeed,

hardly be a part of your own mind ; for, if suggested

from without, and met without a welcome, and with dis-

approval and resistance, it is not yours. But by speech

you adopt thoughts, and the voice that utters them is as

a pen that engraves them indelibly on the soul. If you

can suppress unkind thoughts, so that, when they rise in

your breast, and mount to your very lips, you leave

them unuttered, you are not on the whole unkind,

—

your better nature has the supremacy. But if these

wrong feelings often find utterance, though you call it

hasty utterance, there is reason to fear that they flow

from a bitter fountain within.
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Consider, also, how large a portion speech makes up

of the lives of all. It occupies the greater part of the

waking hours of many of us ; while express acts of a

moral bearing, compared with our words, are rare and

few. Indeed, in many departments of duty, words are

our only possible deeds,— it is by words alone that we

can perform or violate our duty. Many of the most im-

portant forms of charity are those of speech. Alms-

giving is almost the only expression of charity of which

the voice is not the chief minister ; and alms, conferred

in silent coldness, or with chiding or disdainful speech,

freeze the spirit, though they may warm the body.

Speech, too, is the sole medium of a countless host of

domestic duties and observances. There are, indeed, in

every community many whose only activity seems to be

in words. There are many young ladies, released from

the restraints of school, and many older ladies, with few

or no domestic burdens, with no worldly avocation and

no taste for reading, whose whole waking life, either at

their own homes or from house to house, is given to the

exercise, for good or evil, of the tongue,— that unruly

member. And how blessed might they make that exer-

cise,— for how many holy ministries of love, sympathy,

and charity might it suffice,— how many wounds might

it prevent or heal,— did they only believe and feel that

they were writing out their own characters in their daily
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speech ! But too many of them forget this. So long as

they do not knowingly and absolutely lie, they feel no

responsibility for their words. They deem themselves

virtuous, because they refrain from vices to which they

have not the shadow of a temptation ; but carp, backbite,

and carry ill reports from house to house, with an apos-

tle's zeal and a martyr's devotedness. To say nothing

of the social effect of such a life, is not the tongue thus

employed working out spiritual death for the soul in

whose service it is busy ? I know of no images too vile

to portray such a character. The dissection of a slan-

derer's or talebearer's heart would present the most

loathsome specimen of morbid anatomy conceivable. It

is full of the most malignant poison. Its life is all mean,

low, serpent-like,— a life that cannot bear the light, but

finds all its nourishment and growth in darkness. Were

these foul and odious forms of speech incapable of harm-

ing others,— did human reptiles of this class creep about

in some outward guise, in which they could be recog-

nized by all, and their words be taken for what they are

worth, and no more,— still I would beg them, for their

own sakes, not to degrade God's image, in which they

were created, into the likeness of a creeping thing ; I

would entreat them not to be guilty of the meanest and

most miserable of all forms of spiritual suicide ; I would

beseech them, if they are determined to sell their souls,
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to get some better price for them than the scorn and

dread of all whose esteem is worth having.

In this connection, we ought to take into account the

very large class of literally idle words. How many talk

on unthinkingly and heedlessly, as if the swift exercise

of the organs of speech were the great end of life ! The

most trivial news of the day, the concerns of the neigh-

borhood, the floating gossip, whether good-natured or

malignant, dress, food, frivolous surmises, paltry plans,

vanities too light to remain an hour upon the memory,—
these are the sole staple of what too many call conver-

sation ; and many are the young people who are training

themselves in the use of speech for no higher or better

purpose. But such persons have the threatened judg-

ment visibly following their idle speech. Their minds

grow superficial and shallow. They constantly lose

ground, if they ever had any, as intellectual and moral

beings. Such speech makes a person, of however gen-

teel training, coarse and vulgar, and that not only in

character, but even in voice and manners, and with sad

frequency it obliterates traits of rich loveliness and

promise. The merely idle tongue is also very readily

betrayed into overt guilt. One cannot indulge in idle,

reckless talk, without being implicated in all the current

slander and calumny, and acquiring gradually the en-

vious and malignant traits of a hackneyed talebearer.
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And the person who, in youth, can attract the attention

and win the favor of those of little reflection by flippant

and voluble discourse, will encounter in the very same

circles neglect, disesteeni, and dislike, before the meridian

of life is passed ; for it takes all the charms that youth,

sprightliness, and high animal spirits can furnish, to

make an idle tongue fascinating or even endurable.

Let me ask you now to consider for a moment the

influence which we exert in conversation upon the hap-

piness or misery of others. It is not too much to say,

that most of us do more good or harm in this way than

in all other forms beside. Look around you,— take a

survey of whatever there is of social or domestic unhap-

piness in the families to which you belong, or among

your kindred and acquaintance. Nine tenths of it can

be traced to no other cause than untrue, unkind, or un-

governed speech. A mere harsh word, repented of the

next moment,— how great a fire can it kindle ! The

carrying back and forth of an idle tale, not worth an

hour's thought, will often break up the closest intimacies.

From every slanderous tongue you may trace numerous

rills of bitterness, winding round from house to house,

and separating those who ought to be united in the

closest friendship. Could persons, who, with kind hearts,

are yet hasty in speech, number up, at the close of a

day, the feelings that they had wounded, and the un-
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comfortable sensations that they had caused, they would

need no other motive to study suavity of manner, and to

seek for their words the rich unction of a truly charitable

spirit. Then, too, how many are the traits of suspicion,

jealousy, and heart-burning, which go forth from every

day's merely idle words, vain and vague surmises, un-

charitable inferences and conjectures

!

These thoughts point to the necessity of religion as

the guiding, controlling element in conversation. All

conversation ought to be religious. Not that I would

have persons always talking on what are commonly called

religious subjects. Let these be talked of at fitting times

and places, but never obtrusively brought forward or

thrust in. But cannot common subjects be talked of

religiously ? Cannot we converse about our plans, our

amusements, our reading, nay, and our neighbors too,

and no sacred name be introduced, and yet the conver-

sation be strictly religious ? Yes,— if throughout the

conversation we own the laws of honesty, frankness,

kind construction, and sincere benevolence,— if our

speech be pure, true, gentle, dignified,— if it seek or

impart information that either party needs,— if it cher-

ish friendly feeling,— if it give us kinder affections

towards others,— if it bring our minds into vigorous

exercise,— nay, if it barely amuse us, but not too long,

and if the wit be free from coarseness and at no one's
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expense. But we should ever bear it in mind, that our

words are all uttered in the hearing of an unseen Lis-

tener and Judge. Could we keep this in remembrance,

there would be little in our speech that need give us

shame or pain. But that half hour spent in holding up

to ridicule one who has done you no harm,— that

breathless haste to tell the last piece of slander,— you

would not want to remember in your evening prayer.

From the flippant, irresponsible, wasteful gossip, in

which so much time is daily lost, you could not with a

safe conscience look up and own an Almighty presence.

Young ladies, my subject is a large one, and branches

out into so many heads, that, were I to say all that I

should be glad to say, the setting sun would stop me

midway. But it is time for me to relieve your patience.

Accept, with these fragmentary hints, my cordial con-

gratulations and good wishes. Life now smiles before

you, and beckons you onward. Heaven grant that your

coming days may be even happier than you hope ! To

make them so is within your own power. They will

not be cloudless. If you live long, disappointments and

sorrows must come. There will be steep and rough

passages in the way of life. But there is a Guide, in

whose footprints you may climb the steep places without

weariness, and tread the rough ground without stumbling.

Add to your mental culture faith in Him, and the self-
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consecration of the Christian heart. Then even trials

will make yon happier. When clouds are over your

way, rays from Heaven will struggle through their fis-

sures, and fringe their edges. Your path will be onward

and upward, ever easier, ever brighter. On that path

may your early foosteps be planted, that the beautiful

bloom of your youth may not wither and perish, but may

ripen for a heavenly harvest

!
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PART II.

A LECTURE
DELIVERED AT HEADING, ENGLAND,

DECEMBER 19, 1854.

BY FRANCIS TRENCH.

We are all of us more or less apt to overlook that

which is continually going on around us. We omit to

make it a matter of inquiry, and reserve our attention

for that which is more rare, although of far less impor-

tance. What is it, for instance, which, after a course of

long, sultry heat,— when the sun, day by day, has blazed

in the sky above,— what is it, I ask, which has still

preserved the verdure and freshness of all vegetable

life ? Surely it has been nothing else than the dew of

heaven, gently, regularly, plenteously falling, as each

evening closed in. Nevertheless, how little is it thought

of,— how little are its benefits acknowledged! But

when the clouds gather speedily and darkly, and perhaps

unexpectedly, when the sense of coolness spreads once

more through the parched atmosphere, when abundance

(29)
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of rain all at once descends, then all observe the change,

all notice the beneficial results; yet perhaps they are

trifling indeed compared with those of the nightly and

forgotten dew, which has never ceased to fall, week by

week, or even month by month, during the course of the

drought. I feel no doubt that it will be acknowledged

how it is the same, the very same, in all things calling

for our observation. So, therefore, it is regarding con-

versation, as a thing of every day. We flock to hear

and admire some mighty orator's address, but we think

little of and little appreciate that daily, hourly thing

which is our subject now,— I mean conversation. But

I leave you to judge which has the most effect on our

general interest, as social creatures,— which, in the long

run, has most to do with the pleasure and the profit of

all human intercourse.

Having made this claim on your attention, I would

now observe that the subject is one of so wide a scope

that I can do little more than present you with a few

thoughts, which I have noted down as they have risen

to my own mind, upon it. And I trust that they will

prove not entirely unacceptable, though well indeed

aware that the topic is one to which it must be very

difficult indeed to do any justice.

But I must first try to meet one objection, for which

I am quite prepared, namely, that conversation is not a
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fit subject for a lecture at all, but should be considered

as too independent and free to have any rules, principles,

or guidance applied to it. This, however, is indeed a

fallacy, and may briefly be exposed by a few such ques-

tions as those I am about to ask. What should be more

free than the sword of the soldier in the battle day ?—
than the pencil of the artist at the mountain side ?— or

than the poet's song in its upward flight? Yet who

would condemn the use of the drill, or the study of per-

spective, or the rules of poetic art ? No less untenable

is it to maintain that conversation can be subject to no

principle, rule, or review, without checking its free and

unfettered range. Cowper has simply summed up the

whole truth :
—

11 Though conversation in its better part

May be esteemed a gift, and not an art,

Yet much depends, as in the tiller's toil,

On culture and the sowing of the soil."

Nor shall I venture to suggest any measures which I

do not believe already well sanctioned, well honored, and

well practised too, even by many who have never yet

thought of classifying them at all. But these I shall

freely give, as my duty is, at your summons this night.

Conversation may be termed or defined as " the ex-

change and communication, by word, of that which is

passing in the inward mind and heart." And none of
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all known creatures, except man, has this peculiar gift.

The animal tribes approach us, and even surpass us, in

many of their physical powers and capacities. As to

their capacities in the five senses of the body, I conceive

that, generally speaking, it is so; but none of them

converse, like man, in expressive words, however they

may and do comprehend one another through inferior

means. Homer has therefore defined our race as " word-

dividing men." And surely such a capacity or power is

not bestowed on us unaccompanied by an obligation and

a claim to give due diligence how we do and how we

may employ it. Never to act thus is surely an undue

disregard of our endowment,— a virtual depreciation

and contempt of that which is at once among the most

needful, the most useful, and, at the same time, most

ornamental gifts of God to mankind.

As, then, it is said of real wisdom, that first " it is

pure," or free from error and wrong, so too, first of all,

right and proper conversation must be free from every

thing evidently and positively inconsistent with our duty

towards God and man. It has ever been well said that

we must be just before we are generous. The one

attribute is essential and indispensable in every trans-

action of life. The acts and deeds connected with the

other are comparatively undefined and indefinable. So

it is essential, it is indispensable, that our conversation,
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from our own choice and deliberate aim, should be utterly

free from all things irreverent to God and injurious to

our fellow-creatures. God's name must never be taken
,

in vain. God's "Word, and divine things generally,

must never be treated with any levity. No sentence

must come forth from our lips having any tendency to

undermine or subvert the principles and practices of true

religion. These are among the mere dues and obligations

to Him who gives us the faculty of speech, and enables

us to interchange conversation with our fellows ; and,

beyond all doubt, hour after hour of silence and reserve

would be infinitely better— more to be desired by any

Christian— than the most entertaining and most cap-

tivating talk of a witty but unprincipled man. And so

too, exactly, with regard to our fellow-creatures. They

too have an absolute claim on us, that we should res-

olutely keep to the grand rule of speaking to them only

such things as will do them no hurt, — no hurt to their

minds, no hurt to their feelings, no hurt to their best and

true and everlasting interest. As the words of one lead

many to heaven and joy, so too the words of another

lead many to hell and woe. Better, again I say, would

it be for you to be silent as a dumb man than to indulge

carelessly and wickedly in any such utterances. He
who does it is a cruel enemy of his fellow-creatures,

however popular, however able and attractive he may be.

3
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Thus much with regard to conversation— on the

negative side. Thus much as to that nature and char-

acter of which it must not be, under any circumstances.

And, having no intention to make my present address

in any degree of that more solemn and absolutely serious

kind, which it is my privilege so often to employ in my

profession, I will only add here that, having now seen

what it is essential and indispensable for us to shun in

conversation, so again, to aim at pleasing God and

serving our fellow-creatures is not less needful,— not

less essential,— as the one grand object and scope with

which at all times we should use and interchange it. I

am sure you will all admit that I could not rightly pro-

ceed without laying down this broad, this sure foundation.

On it we may build the lighter superstructure ; but,

without laying it down, I could not conscientiously pro-

ceed. Nay, farther, I feel equally convinced that many

would perceive at once the deficiency, and regret it too,

were I to adopt any other course. Conversation, to be

worthy of the name at all, is not child's play. It must

be dealt with, if considered at all, as an important and

substantial thing, not as the mere toy wherewith to trifle

and sport each day and hour till we pass away to meet

that judgment where our Lord has himself declared,

—

" By your words ye shall be justified, and by your words

ye shall be condemned."
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The subject may now branch out into many and vari-

ous directions. To make a choice is the only difficulty.

One of these may lead us to notice that, in all conver-

sation, special attention should ever be paid to the feelings

of all present. Every subject should be studiously

avoided likely to give needless pain, and perhaps, as it

were, open the sluice-gate through which other obser-

vations might more plentifully flow in from others of the

company, painful to one or more in the circle. Nothing,

of course, will teach this so much as true kindness and

true sympathy of heart ; and, if this be wanting, offences

of this kind will continually abound,— yes, I am sorry

to say, will sometimes be studiously and intentionally

committed. But even the most loving and most kindly

spirit will do well to be very watchful on this point,

seeking to exercise all judgment and tact in the matter

;

and even beyond this a beautiful art is sometimes to be

witnessed,— happy indeed are they who possess it,—
which turns and leads away the general strain of talk,

and that often with unperceived skill, when approaching

dangerous ground, or perhaps already beginning to grieve

or disturb another.

Among injurious practices in talk, the following may
perhaps be enumerated :— an overbearing vehemence,

challenging assertions, cold indifference to the statements

of others, a love of argumentation, an inclination to
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regard fair liberty of mutual address as undue license,

pressure on another to express more than he desires, all

personalities which would be forbidden by the royal law

of speaking unto others as you would like to be spoken

to yourself. These and many more transgressions, in

our address one to another, are not only of a grave, but

also of a very evident kind, and therefore on them, per-

haps, there is less need to dwell.

Others are more subtle,— more elude the grasp of

ordinary observation. All social life, and even all family

life, if rightly carried on, requires not only mutual for-

bearance in talk, but mutual sympathy too, mutual

encouragement one from the other. In families and in

society we find the old, the young ; the busy and those

comparatively unemployed ; the studious or the literary,

and those whose tastes are completely different
;
people

occupied in various professions and trades; politicians

and statesmen; soldiers and sailors; young men and

women reared up at home, with young men and women

reared up at schools and public institutions ; travellers

acquainted with divers parts of the globe, and those who

never have quitted their own land ; men of the city and

men of the .field ;— in a word, persons and characters

almost as various in the aspect of their inward taste as

the very features which each countenance wears,— for

I may venture to say that no two persons think or feel
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exactly and altogether alike. Now, whenever there is

' - such a thing as opinion, and whenever there is such a

thing as feeling, (which is the case in all members of

families, and in all members of society with whom you

. can possibly live or be thrown,) there at once is, or there

arises, an immediate claim for a kind and proper treat-

ment of these opinions and of these feelings. They may

not be your own, they may be utterly different from

your own, but that has nothing to do with the question.

As a general rule, every one present has no less right

to them., than you have to yours. You had better go,

like Shakspeare's Timon, altogether out of the concourse

of your fellow-creatures, if you cannot realize this truth

and apply it too. And it is in conversation that you

will ever give the chief proofs and evidences whether

you do so or not. In it there must be nothing despotic,

— nothing to give any present the idea that you have

any right to decide what his opinions, what his tastes,

what his habits, what his pursuits, should be. You will,

of course, not misunderstand me here,— not forget that

I am supposing each opinion, each taste, each habit and

pursuit, as, on the face of it, allowable and innocent,

although not yours. I repeat it, there must be no des-

potism in society. Equality must prevail as a general

rule; I say a general rule, because there are, no doubt,

certain seasons and times when the intercourse of social
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and of family life must partake of that special character

which is adapted to the various relationships of man.

The parent must, at times, simply direct the child by

his words. The teacher, authoritatively, must instruct

the pupil. The master or employer must tell the em-

ployed what to do. And occasionally, in society, the rule

above laid down will, by general consent, lie in abeyance,

if it may be so expressed. And, on certain subjects,

—

I mean those whereon we are ourselves ignorant, but

others in our company are highly informed,— we may

be content to be just listeners, merely demonstrating that

sympathy and interest adequate to keep up the flow of

instruction from another's lips. But intercourse of this

kind scarcely can be termed conversation; and when

circumstances like these occur in social and family life,

they must be directed by other rules not altogether ap-

plicable to our present subject. Now, to enter with full

sympathy into the claims of all present in society for this

equal right of interchanged sentiment, and to show this

feeling at times by patient forbearance and at other times

by manifest appreciation of that which others say, is no

slight grace and gift. And here the various lessons on

the subject, which experience or observation has taught,

must be brought into play ; and the information in any

way gained as to the various feelings, habits, and tastes

ordinarily entertained by people of different ages, differ-
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ent professions, and different characters, must be judi-

ciously applied. Nor will this, in the least, spoil free

and fair discussion of any topic. On the contrary, it

will promote it. And thus that principle will be rightly

maintained which I have endeavored to lay down and

commend, viz., that when, any special opinion, feeling, or

taste is expressed in society,— I mean, of course, in a

proper and legitimate way,— it should always be treated

by all present with that measure of respect which each

one would wish exercised towards himself for his own

personal views. Just in proportion as men are boorish,

coarse, and unsocial, in the true and extensive sense of

the word, will they transgress here. Yes, even put

together one, ungainly tempered, from his field, and

another of the same character from his shop or counting

house, and very likely not five minutes will elapse before

one or the other will say something to disparage those

habits and tastes with which he himself happens to be

not conversant. There ensues discord and disseverance,

or, it may be, silence and separation. But, on the other

hand, just in proportion as you are enabled to unite

yourself with others through your demeanor and words,

— not, of course, hypocritically or obsequiously, but from

real sympathy with all the innocent tastes and engage-

ments of our fellow-creatures,— just, I say, in proportion

as you are enabled to do this, will your intercourse with
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them, in the way of conversation, be of that kind at

which we should aim. None will be afraid of your

indulging in rebuffs, or ridicule, or depreciation. None

will meet from you a cold, heartless, and repulsive indif-

ference. To you, and before you, the flower * of each

human heart (if I may so speak) will then have a ten-

dency to open and expand its varied forms and hues,

instead of retaining them all closed and shut up ; and

many, many thoughts will be expressed to you and before

you which will never be heard, or at all events rarely,

indeed, by those of a sneering, unsympathizing, hard, and

ungenial spirit. Thus you will be known, or rather felt,

instinctively felt, as one who will do nothing to chill,

but, on the contrary, much to encourage that free spirit

(in the best sense of the word) which should mark and

imbue all social intercourse deserving the name at all;

and you will be welcomed by all who can appreciate

good taste, good tact, and (I will add) good feeling too,

— for that is the chief spring of all such conduct ; and

you will be enabled to receive and communicate much

pleasure and profit too, wheresoever you may go.

A word here may not be inappropriate as to what is

sometimes called " drawing a person out "— i. e. leading

* " Quale i fioretti, dql notturno gielo

Chinati e chiusi, poi che '1 sol gl' imbianca,

Si drizzan tutti aperti in loro stelo,

Tal mi fece io di mia virtute stanca."

A new work on the subject of Dante has just| W Can
- "• 127 " 9 '

appeared at Florence. It was discovered in the

collections of the Vatican, and consists of dia-

logues written by Donato Giannoti, the friend and

literary adversir of Dante. In these dialogues the

author and his friend are represented discussing

various important political questions apropos of

the "Divina Comedia."
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another to tell you, or any company assembled in your

presence, what they know, what they have seen, what

they feel, what, in a word, they are able to communicate,

if so disposed and led. ]Now, this drawing out is a very

delicate affair. When successfully done, it is most val-

uable. When the attempt proves unsuccessful, you are

very likely to lose or interfere with the very object in

view. Questioning of all kinds,— up from that on the

simplest topic, and with a purpose of the simplest kind,

to that involving the most important results,— ques-

tioning, I say, of all kinds, requires judgment and tact.

Many persons much err in tins department of address.

Some err by asking about matters on which it is quite

clear that they have no real feeling and concern. Some

err by demands as to your own personal proceedings,

wherewith they have no connection. Some, again, err

by putting questions, not wrongly or inappropriately, but

merely too many at a time, or in too rapid a succession.

This scarcely can be called conversation at all,— and,

generally speaking, (though I do not deny that there are

exceptions, which will at once recur to the intelligent,)

yes, generally speaking, is most unsatisfactory. And

the reason, if we analyze the matter, is, that all the

statements, or observations, or call them what you will,

proceed, under such circumstances, from one of the par-

ties engaged. It is not reciprocal; it is not mutually
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communicated with due equality of interchanged thought.

You will at once perceive that this must be detrimental

;

and I would suggest that when you may observe the

damage which is thus done to conversation, you should

seek at once to put the discourse on a better plan,—
to shift it, as it were, on a better line for good progress.

And that may sometimes be done by putting a question

to those who question you, or even more, by making the

number of questions on each side, in some measure, to

correspond. This, of course, must not be done harshly

or abruptly, nor so as to give the very least impression

that you yourself desire to withhold and draw in ; but

it may often be advantageously done ; and you will thus

afford to another the natural and fit means of telling

you something, as a response for that which you tell

him. Then true conversation will begin ; then the due

interchange of expression, which alone merits the name

;

then each party becomes rightly placed, and the inter-

course will improve almost instantaneously.

But if, in these very commonest forms of our mutual

address, it is not an easy thing to put questions well,—
neither too many, nor in their wrong place,— then we

may be well assured that it is more difficult still when

the object, expressly, is to lead on another, gifted per-

haps in many ways, or having perhaps some special

thing to tell, unknown to you or others present. And
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yet what a valuable art this is ! Much is lost in society

by incapacity for its due exercise. Much is gained by

skill in its employment. But many reasons concur to

render it very difficult. The following may be men-

tioned among many others. Some are full of matter,

but shy or reserved. Some are unaware of the deep

interest which certain things, well known to them, would

have for others, if they would communicate them
; (in

illustration of this, I may perhaps quote scientific men,

travellers, those who have led strange and peculiar

lives.) Some are too modest to put themselves in any

prominent light. Others are too proud so to do, lest

they should fail in winning full attention to their words.

Some are jaded and worn with previous hours of intel-

lectual toil, and the current of their thoughts is still

flowing on in a channel of its own. Some are laboring

under a kind of awe of one or more persons in the com-

pany. Some are young, and scarcely seem to realize or

know how acceptable are the thoughts and fresh ex-

pressions of youth to those of maturer years. Others

are afraid of being too professional in their remarks.

Others are indolent in the use of their tongue and

utterance. And numerous other causes might be men-

tioned, which sadly interfere with the full, free, and gen-

eral flow of discourse or conversation. And yet, at the

same time, there may be rich stores in the assembly,—
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much, very much, to communicate,— something, at

least, in each either to please, or inform and improve,—
something perhaps in every one present which, if told

and expressed to those around him, would add and con-

tribute no slight nor unprized contribution to the com-

mon stock. But how to elicit it— there is the difficulty.

Nevertheless, very much may be done by tact and

kindness, by animation and by cordiality, by watching

and waiting for fit opportunities, by that appreciation of

each one in the .circle which will encompass and arouse

all, as it were, with a kind of electric chain,— by a con-

stant and deliberate aim to converse yourself at the time

when it may be requisite, and willingly to lapse into

silence and the background when another takes up the

subject. And, although it is a measure which requires

no little taste and moderation in its use, still it is some-

times not only very graceful, but very effectual too, if

you will open out on some few personal toincs which

may concern yourself, and thus win a response from

others present, who may personally know or have per-

sonally gone through that which you and others in the

company would desire, and rightly desire, to hear

opened out without any reserve.

In order, again, to promote conversation of a supe-

rior sort, endeavor must be made to expand and enlarge

its bounds to the very utmost. It should be of a com-
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prehensive kind,— not the gossip of some narrow set,

not a mere comment on the persons and affairs of any-

one locality, not a wearisome and dull repetition of

things already, perhaps long, familiar to all present. I

repeat, it should be comprehensive,— brought forward,

as it were, from a full treasury of " things new and old,"

and coined into various sums, larger for such occasions

as may need, and small— yes, even to the smallest—
for the fit use and time. It should be formed of vari-

ous materials, of that which has been seen, and heard,

and read. A monotonous character is fatal to it. At one

time it should arouse and awaken,— at another it should

calm and soothe. At one time it should lead into deep

and grave questions,— at another it should play light-

ly over the surface of things. At one time it may touch

the spirit of the hearer, almost into tears,— at another

it may raise the full freedom of laughter and mirth. At

one time it may be addressed to all within the conven-

ient reach of your words,— at another to one listening

ear. If possible, it should touch on many tastes, on

many places, on various interests, giving to each present

(however different each taste and character) the best

and fairest opening for a share in the circling talk,

which opportunity every one, at fit occasion and turn,

should be willing to embrace, and thus to render his or

her social dues to those who freely and fairly contrib-
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uie theirs. No one, on the other hand, should seek do-

minion, nor even two or three, over the remainder.

Again, conversation should never be allowed so to fall

into separate or little knots, that one here or one there

should remain alone or excluded altogether. It should

be carried on in appropriate tones of voice. They

should be somewhat raised, or rather, I would say,

strengthened for the old and for those who are a little

deaf, of whom there are many. This, however, not too

obviously ; not to remind any of infirmity. They should

be quick, firm, and spirited for those in middle age, with

their faculties in full strength. They should be some-

what gentler to the young, lest they be at all checked

;

and somewhat slower, that they may have more time

and means to frame their own answer. For which the

reason is, that as " practice makes perfect " hi all things,

so thuy, whose practice has, of course, been less than

their seniors', need more time to make up for the want

of it, even in conversation. At all times discourse is

liable to alternations as to its interest and life. Expect

this, and even should it become at any moment what is

called dull, or even should an awkward pause and

silence come on, do not seem to notice it. This will

only make it worse. Rather try yourself to gather up

the broken thread, or to introduce some new matter.

Every one should avoid bringing forward or needlessly
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dwelling on any topic whatsoever likely to affect any

others present with any unfavorable reminiscences. The

wealthy will avoid, as a general rule, allusions to their

property and wealth before any persons who, although

their equals in society, are known to be of poor and

inadequate estate. The healthy and the vigorous of

frame will not forget that others are invalids ; those free

as air in the disposition of their time, that others have

but very little, and that with difficulty spared ; the quick

and intelligent, that others are more slow in apprehen-

sion ; those of hardy spirit, well strung and braced, that

others are nervous, sensitive, and tried by words, tones,

gestures, and expressions, which would not try, nor vex,

or affect them in the least degree. But what tact is

requisite in all this ! And many, many failures must

there be ; sins of commission and of omission too, even

among those who earnestly seek in this matter to fulfil,

always and every where, the rules of true courtesy, and,

which is better still, the rules of true Christian love.

Nevertheless, the aim at which we point is by no

means without its value as a profitable exercise both of

the mind and heart. No, nor is it ineffectual and un-

blessed. For, although at times words may be said

which we would long to recall, and strings of feeling

touched by our utterance which afterthought tells us we

should not have moved, and topics handled with much
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want of that skill and judgment which we should have

wished most truly to employ, still, with a good aim be-

fore us, and with right principles in some measure real-

ized, and seeking to correct any error, when discovered,

as well as to advance more in all which improves and

adorns right social intercourse, much will be done to-

wards the goodly end. And large indeed will be the

amount of pleasure and of benefit which you may thus

hope to reap for yourself and communicate to others in

the course of your life, and that, too, up to an age,

should your days be prolonged, when you may be shut

up, or at all events much restrained, from many other

means of active usefulness. For the mellowed wisdom

of age, showing and expressing itself in that charity

and sympathy for all which nothing less than experience

itself has taught, is indeed a strong and beautiful thing.

Hitherto I have spoken altogether on conversation

with those whose rank and position of life corresponds

with your own. A few words now on conversation,

first, with those of a higher rank, and, secondly, with

those in the humbler conditions of life— to use the

common phrase ; and every man should be qualified and

prepared for any and for all kinds of association.

To those of a higher rank than ourselves we may,

without derogating in the least from our independence

and self-respect, show that deference which not only the
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customs of all nations, but the Scripture also most evi-

dently inculcates. This, of course, will appear when

engaged with them in conversation. It will, however,

be shown rather in some occasional acknowledgment

than in the manner or matter of discourse. The rank

of another does not in the least demand that you should

surrender your opinion to his, nor conceal your senti-

ments, nor assume any other line of subjects and topics

than you would address to those more immediately your

equals in worldly position. A vague, undefined notion

seems to float through each rank of society in our land,

that those in the stage above think, feel, and act in a

manner different from those below. A very great mis-

take this, which oftentimes chills and checks and mar3

all open freedom of address when one of a higher and

one of a lower rank are brought into those circumstances

where the opportunity for conversation occurs, if not the

absolute claim. But let it be remembered that the mind

and heart of man or of woman varies butJittle through

these mere distinctions of the world. I do not say that

it does not vary at all, but very little. The main current

of joy, the main current of sorrow, is the same in all

classes, though the lesser streams may variously and

separately flow. The main current of affections, of

interests, is the same. All are subject to the same need

of kind, friendly sympathy ; all are made to interchange

4
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thought; all share in the manifold impressions of our

common nature. "Wealth and nobility, and rank and

station, are, after all, only artificial things, not the main

staple of life in any man or woman. When, therefore,

you are brought into the society of one or more like

these, be to them appropriately courteous. Acknowledge

their position at once, and then let your intercourse with

them flow freely on, just as with others. Trouble not

them, nor trouble yourself, with any other system of

address. Deprive not them, nor deprive yourself, of

free, open, natural communication. And, depend upon

it, that acting and speaking thus, you will not only be

oftentimes pleased rather than silenced and embarrassed

by such society, but you will be sure to please and to

be valued,— yes, and to meet no less friendly sympathy,

both of mind and heart, than is to be found in each

other rank of life.

And now a few words on conversation with our poorer

friends or neighbors, or any persons in this class of life

with whom, habitually, we may have to do, or whom we

may meet at any time or place. And few of that class

being, I conclude, here, I may speak to you as those

who would gladly receive any hints for kind consideration

as to the right way of fulfilling your own part in this

matter. For I, too, would wish to be a learner on it,

so important do I conceive it to be. So much has been
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said, and so much has been written, on the benefit of

free, kindly intercourse between the rich and the poor,

the employers and the employed, those who labor with

their heads and those who labor with their hands, that

any more general or vague observations on the subject

would be quite out of place here. I shall, accordingly,

regard you not only as admitting' this truth, but also as

desirous yourselves to exemplify it ; and, again, as ad-

mitting, and feeling too, that merely to pay wages, and

to give directions and commands, and to bestow alms,

and to support charitable institutions (however needful

and good such things may be,) is not enough for one

desiring to secure the sympathy and love of his poorer

brethren. For that you must be ready, willing, able to

converse with them. To qualify yourself for doing this,

is in many professions an indispensable and most evident

duty,— for instance, with the ministers of religion and

with medical men. They could do nothing without such

conversation. And, considering it due at proper seasons

from every one in a higher class of life to those below

them, I shall just offer you a few hints, which seem to

me not unworthy of note. Avoid, then, on the one hand,

all hard, overbearing address ; while, on the other, there

must be energy, spirit, firmness, and life. Avoid all

semblance of patronage and condescension, but at the

same time never make any forced attempts to appear
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what you are not, or to assume a character not your own.

Do not imagine the range of subjects small ; and, when

you can, choose those topics in which you and those ad-

dressed both take an interest. Many there are common

to all classes. Be not impatient to come to a point too

quick, but give people a full opportunity to express them-

selves in their own way ; nor count this waste time. It

is very much otherwise. Use short rather than long

sentences,— language colloquial, not that of books,—
giving emphasis, tone, and strength to your words,

—

never lapsing into cold, lifeless, inexpressive tones.

Trust oftentimes, in conversation with the poor and com-

paratively uneducated, that there is much more intel-

ligence within than the answer which they make in

words would lead you, at first sight, to expect. Be will-

ing and ready to tell something about yourself, your

family, and concerns, when there appears any interest

about them. Remember that family ties and affections

are strong in one as in another of the human family

;

and, as among your own friends and associates you

would refer to these natural topics, so do here. Let

wants and necessities, and trials and difficulties, not be

forgotten, but let them not be the whole subject-matter

of discourse. No, let it range far more widely, far more

attractively; and your looks and your demeanor, and

your tones and words, being all directed by good will,
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and by practice too, you indeed will be no idler in good

works during times and occasions thus employed. You

will win much love, much esteem, much appreciation

;

you will hear much right feeling expressed, and, at times,

much to inform you of a practical kind. You will do

good and receive good too.

It appears to me that I have now presented to your

notice almost a sufficiency of topics, relative to conver-

sation, for one single lecture. Nevertheless, I feel un-

willing to conclude without drawing your attention to a

few facts connected with the subject. One is, that the

ablest and mightiest authors of all times and countries

have borne their strong testimony to the attraction which

conversation presents, by casting a large portion of their

writings into this form or mould. Thus did Homer in

poetry, Plato in philosophy, and dramatists, of all ages,

in their plays. Thus did Cicero in his various treatises

;

and Horace appears * talking to you in many and many

a page. Dante's grand poem, " II Purgatorio," is chiefly

a conversation. The French have ever excelled in such

writings ; and of such a character is that well-known

gem in the.literature of Spain— I of course allude to

" Don Quixote." In Shakspeare and Walter Scott it is

the same, and they, perhaps, are the most popular writers

* " Omne vafer vitium ridenti Flaccus amico

Tangit, et admissus circum prsecordia ludit

Pers. i. 116.
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of our land, except one. Who, do you ask, is that?

John Bunyan, the author of the " Pilgrim's Progress ;

"

but that very book comes up with its testimony too,

being a dialogue throughout,— rich in pathos and wit,

rich in illustration, rich in experience, rich in all variety

and combination,— in a word, the very perfection of

talk ; not less attractive than it is weighty, not less enter-

taining than heavenly, holy, and full of all things which

make a book precious.

But another book there is, of which it is well said,—
" A glory gilds the sacred page,

Majestic like the sun !

It gives a light to every age

;

It gives, but borrows none."

And in that book of books there are four short but most

mighty narratives. And each of those narratives con-

tains the one most important record which ever had to

be told upon this earth. Each of them gives one con-

current history; namely, that of the life of our Lord

Jesus Christ, with his sayings and his deeds. And of

conversation these holy narratives are full. God has

chosen this mode of reaching our minds and influencing

our hearts, by large— very large— portions of them

written after this fashion. Cowper felt this so deeply,

that, in his poem on our present subject, he has beauti-

fully told and paraphrased all that went on when Jesus
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met and talked "with the two disciples on the way to

Emmans. Moreover, in those Gospels, there is one,

penned by that " disciple whom Jesus loved
;
" and if

there is much conversation in all four of them, in it

especially— in the Gospel of St. John— conversation

appears in all its full and continued glory. Take one

or two examples. Mankind, all mankind, had to be

taught about the complete atonement for our sins made

by our Saviour on the cross. "Where is it more clearly,

more mightily told than in the third chapter of St. John's

Gospel ? But what is that chapter ? Is it a law pre-

scribed in set terms?— No. Is it a sermon?— No.

Is it a mere address ?— No. You will all remember it

is a conversation,— Christ's conversation with Nico-

demus by night. And so it is again in the very next

chapter, where a subject of no less importance— I say

it advisedly, no less importance— is set forth, viz., the

work of the Holy Spirit in man's heart ; and that is por-

trayed for us in a conversation with the woman of Sa-

maria, at Sychar's well. What striking instances are

these ! And many others might be added to them. And

thus we have before us even the sanction and proof

from the Word of God, that the most mighty and tran-

scendent truth can reach us in no better form than that

which conversation gives, and also that Jesus Christ put

his own royal stamp of glory on it, by employing it
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Himself continually, when upon the earth among men,

though he was their Lord and their God.

Having thus been led on,— I think very naturally,

and, as I think, quite appropriately, too, for one of my

office and position, at any time or place, or on any sub-

ject^— I will not return to any lighter theme. I do not

in the least regret that I have selected my present topic

out of very many which suggested themselves to my

mind, when I was asked to exercise the privilege of thus

addressing you, as I have now done for these four years.

I might have chosen others far more entertaining, and,

no doubt, some far more kindling and exciting at this

present time,* when our thoughts and our feelings are

all so concentrated on one distant spot of strife and of

contest, and of danger, and of bravery, and wounds, and

deaths, and bereavements,— and amidst all, of honor

unexampled to our brave brethren in arms. But, for

many reasons, I have done otherwise. I have chosen,

as usual, a subject of general, of national, of wide-world,

of never-failing interest, from day to day, from week to

week, from month to month, from year to year, among

the vast race of our fellows,— born social creatures, born

for mutual sympathy, with interchanged utterance,

speech, and conversation. Strongly do I feel its impor-

tance, and I cannot help expressing my surprise that so

* December, 1854.
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little, so very little, has systematically been written or

said upon it. I have found it no ordinary theme, I

assure you ; and, though it is one on which we all in-

stinctively are interested in any circle, or with whom-

soever we may at any time be, still it is not one on which

the arrangement and classification of thought is an easy

thing. I therefore shall not feel disappointed, nor, do I

trust, will you be disappointed either, in that good em-

ployment of your time which you have a right to expect

from me, as your lecturer to-night here, if I shall have

set before you any thoughts, for your attention, which

may improve, in the least degree, the course and the

current of ordinary conversation. "When we remember

how much of our innocent gratification,— how much of

our daily harmony one with another,— how much of

our mutual improvement,— depends on the right exer-

cise of this goodly gift,— then, I am sure, you will not

consider that the subject is one to be neglected or

ignored. I verily believe that I do not overstate the

fact, in asserting that for one time when we are liable to

hurt, or distress, or offend another by our acts and deeds,

there are fifty or a hundred, or perhaps more, occasions,

when we are liable to do so by our words, and demeanor,

and utterance. And again, for once that we can do

kind and profitable actions to those around us, and

associating with .us, there are fifty or a hundred,—'
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perhaps more occasions still,— when we can please or

profit another by our words. I ask you, as those who

can judge in this matter for yourselves, "Is it not so?

Is it not so most undeniably ? " Well, then, if I have

been successful in laying down any right principles, in

exposing any thing disadvantageous, or in presenting

any available means for rendering your daily intercourse

more evidently kind, more evidently sympathizing, more

evidently, in a word, such as that which every good

man would wish to exhibit, and which must render him

not only welcome and not only useful, but a real and

true ornament of society in the best sense of the word

;

if I have shown you any thing whatever available to this

end, whether for your use at home or abroad, in the

cottage or the shop, in the humblest abode or in the

noblest and in the wealthiest, then surely I shall not have

spoken in vain. I speak on no narrow topic, and I

speak for all. Truly it is one which touches all ; and in

this lie its strength and its interest. There is no one,

I believe, who does not intuitively and instinctively feel

either his gain or his loss in conversation,— the effect

of it on his own mind and on his own feelings at the

time and afterwards,— either its harms or its charms.

All must feel this, though unable perhaps to classify

their thoughts or express them on it, and perhaps they

have never thought of so doing. And I, for one, will
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not hesitate to say that, it having been my lot to mix

much, and willingly, in all the various classes of society,

— and having endeavored, so far as in my power has

been, to cultivate and show a true brotherly and friendly

spirit, both to high and low,— I have met nothing to

confer more pleasure and more advantage in daily life

than fit conversation. I have found it from the poorest.

I have found it from those of middle station. I have

found it among the noble and the rich. And, while

without it the hours of social and of family life may drag

on heavily, and in a wearisome and worthless way, under

the roofs of splendor and magnificence, and in the midst

of feasts, and pomp, and parade, with it, freely inter-

changed from well-informed heads and cordial hearts,

expressing what they know and telling what they feel,

without any restraint except that of love, and tact, and

propriety,— with it, I say, the simplest home may be one

of enjoyment and improvement every recurring day, and

each coming guest will share its attractions,— and there-

fore I say to every one present, " Despise not this gift,

and try to improve it ; and seek divine help for its right

regulation, as well as for its use ; and be well assured

that, under God's blessing, in its direction you will gain

for yourself, and promote for your fellow-creatures, no

slight share of true enjoyment, no slight benefits both for

this world and for the world to come."
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PART III.

A WORD TO THE WISE

INTRODUCTION.

It is readily acknowledged, by all well-educated for-

eigners, that English grammar is very easy to learn,

the difficulties of the language lying in the numberless

variations and licenses of its pronunciation. Since to

us then, children of the soil, pronunciation has no diffi-

culties to offer, is it not a reproach that so many speak

their own language in an inelegant and slatternly man-

ner,— either through an inexcusable ignorance of gram-

matical rules, or a careless violation of them ? There

are two sorts of bad speakers,— the educated and the

uneducated. I write for the former, and I shall deal the

less leniently with them, because where there have been

superior privileges, we have a right to expect a high

standard of accuracy and good taste. Ay, and where

much has been achieved too, and intellectual laurels

have been gathered, is it not a reproach that a coarse

(61)
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mode of expression should sometimes detract from the

eloquence of the scholar, and place the accomplished

man or woman, in this respect, on a level with the half

educated or the illiterate ?

Some one, I think it is Lord Chesterfield, has wisely-

said, " Whatever is worth doing, is worth doing well."

Then, if our native language is worth studying, surely

it is worth speaking well; and as there is no standing still

in excellence of any kind, so, even in language,— in so

simple a thing as the expression of our thoughts by

words,— if we do not improve we shall retrograde.

It is a common opinion that a knowledge of Latin

supersedes the necessity of the study of English gram-

mar. This must entail a strong imputation of careless-

ness on our Latin students, who sometimes commit such

solecisms in English as make us regret that they did

not once, at least, peruse the grammatical rules of their

native language.

We laugh at the blunders of a foreigner, but per-

petrate our own offences with so much gravity that an

observer would have a right to suppose we consider

them— what they really are— no laughing matter.
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CHAPTER I.

So^ie people speak of " so man)'- spoonsfull" instead

of " so many spoonfuls." The rule on this subject says

:

" Compounds ending in ful, and all those in which the

principal word is put last, form the plural in the same

manner as other nouns,— as, ' handfuls, spoonfuls, mouth-

fuls,'"&c, &c.

Logic will demonstrate the propriety of this rule.

Are you measuring by a plurality of spoons? If so,

" so many spoonsfull " must be the correct term ; but if

the process of measuring be effected by refilling the same

spoon, then it becomes evident that the precise idea

meant to be conveyed is, the quantity contained in the

vessel by which it is measured, which is a " spoonful"

ii.

A person who would not pass for a smatterer should

speak and write in one language at a time. Highly

cultivated people always take pains to avoid the use of

foreign words and phrases, both in their writings and in

their conversation. All foreign words which have

become identified with our language, should be treated

as English words, just so soon as respectable usage has
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Anglicized them, even if high authority can be given for

retaining the foreign forms. Hence it is better to form

the plurals of such words as memorandum, encomium,

. momentum, gymnasium, scholium, medium, automaton,

criterion, and stamen, by adding s to the singular, accord-

ing to the rule for English words, than to change the

terminations according to the rules of the languages from

which they have been borrowed. There is another class

of foreign words in common use, such as arcanum,

effluvium, erratum, phenomenon, stratum, &c, whose plu-

rals are formed by changing the um or on into a.

Whenever there are two words of similar meaning,

one foreign and the other English, it always sounds more

or less pedantic to use the foreign. Use suit, for the

French suite, (sweet,) in speaking of a suit of clothes, a ,

.3 • . '

suit of apartments, or governor and suit ; also station, fa in , o

for that unmanageable French word depot, in speaking

of a stopping-place, on a railway, or, at its termination,

for taking in passengers or goods.

111

We have heard pulse and patience treated as plural-

ities, much to our astonishment, in such expressions as,

" His pulse are regular," " Her patience are exhausted."

We have also heard ashes and pains used in the singular

number, as, " That ashes is to be removed," " Great

pains was taken to prevent it."
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IT.

It seems to be a position assumed by all grammarians,

tliat their readers already understand the meaning of

the word "case," as applied to nouns and pronouns;

hence they never enter into a clear explanation of the

simple term, but proceed at once to a discussion of its

grammatical distinctions, in which it frequently happens

that the student, for want of a little introductory expla-

nation, is unable to accompany them. But I am not

going to repeat to the scholar how the term " case " is

derived from a Latin word signifying " to fall," and is

so named because all the other cases fall or decline from

the nominative, in order to express the various relations

of nouns to each other,— which in Latin they do by a

difference of termination, in English by the aid of prep-

ositions,— and that an orderly arrangement of all these

different terminations is called the declension of a noun,

&c. I am not going to repeat to the scholar the things

he already knows ; but to you, my gentle readers, to

whom the Latin is still an unknown tongue, to whom

grammars have become obsolete things, and grammatical

definitions would be bewildering preliminaries, "more

honored in the breach than in the observance,"— to you

I am anxious to explain, in the clearest manner prac-

ticable, all the mysteries of " case," because it was a

5
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cruel perplexity to myself in days of yore. And I will

endeavor to make my lecture as brief and clear as pos-

sible, requesting you to bear in mind that no knowledge

is to be acquired without a little trouble, and that

whosoever may consider it too irksome a task to exert

the understanding for a short period, must be content to

remain in inexcusable and irremediable ignorance;

though I cannot suppose, when you come to perceive

how great the errors are which you daily commit, you

will regret having sat down quietly for half an hour to

listen to an unscholastic exposition of them.

v.

"We all understand the meaning of the word " case,"

as it is applied to the common affairs of life ; but when

we meet with it in our grammars, we view it as an

abstruse term. We will not consent to believe that it

means nothing more than position of affairs, condition,

or circumstances, any one of which words might be

substituted for it with equal propriety, if it were not

indispensable in grammar to adhere strictly to the same

term when we wish to direct the attention unerringly to

the same thing, and to keep the understanding alive to

the justness of its application ; whilst a multiplicity of

names for one thing would be likely to create confusion.

Thus, if one were to say, " This is a very hard case," or
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"A singular case occurred the other day," or " That

poor man's case is a very deplorable one," we should

readily comprehend that by the word " case " was meant

" circumstance " or " situation
;

" and when we speak, in

the language of the grammar, of " a noun in the nom-

inative case," we only mean a person or thing placed in

such circumstances as to be merely named, or named

as the performer of some action,— as, "the man," or

"the man walks." In both these expressions, "man" is

in the nominative case ; because in the first he is simply

named, without reference to any circumstance respecting

him, and in the second he is named as the performer of

the act of walking mentioned. When we speak of a

noun in the possessive case, we simply mean a person

or thing placed under such circumstances as to be

named as the possessor of something ; and when we

speak of a noun in the objective case, we only intend to

express a person or thing standing in such a situation as

to be, in some way or other, affected by the act of some

other person or thing,— as " Henry teaches Charles."

Here Henry is, by an abbreviation of terms, called the

nominative case, (instead of the noun in the nominative

case,) because he stands in that situation in which it is

incumbent on us to name him as the performer of the act

of teaching ; and Charles is, by the same abbreviating

license, called the objective case, because he is in such a
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position of affairs as to receive the act of teaching which

Henry performs. I will now tell you how you may

always distinguish the three cases. Kead the sentence

attentively, and understand accurately what the nouns

are represented as doing. If any person or thing be

represented as performing an action, that person or thing

is a noun in the nominative case. If any person or

thing be represented as possessing something, that person

or thing is a noun in the possessive case. And if any

person or thing be represented as neither performing nor

possessing, it is a noun in the objective case, whether

directly or indirectly affected by the action of the nom*

inative ; because, as we have in English but three cases,

which contain the substance of the six Latin cases, what-

ever is neither nominative nor possessive must he objective.

Here I might wander into a long digression on passive

and neuter verbs, which I may seem to have totally

overlooked in the principle just laid down; but I am

not writing a grammar,— not attempting to illustrate

the various ramifications of grammatical laws to people

who know nothing at all about them,— any more than

I am writing for the edification of the accomplished

scholar, to whom purity of diction is already familiar.

I am writing, chiefly, for that large portion of the edu-

cated classes who have never looked into a grammar

since their school days were over, but who have in-
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geniously hewn out for themselves a middle path between

ignorance and knowledge, and to whom certain little

hillocks in their way have risen up, under a dense

atmosphere, to the magnitude of mountains. I merely

wish to give to them, since they will not take the trouble

to search for themselves, one broad and general principle,

unclogged by exceptions, to guide them to propriety of

speech ; and should they afterwards acquire a taste for

grammatical disputation, they will of course resort to

more extensive sources for the necessary qualifications.

VI.

It is scarcely possible to commit any inaccuracy in

the use of these cases when restricted to nouns, but in

the application of them to pronouns a woful confusion

often arises ; though even in this confusion there exists a

marked distinction between the errors of the ill-bred

and those of the well-bred man. To use the objective

instead of the nominative is a vulgar error ; to use the

nominative instead of the objective is a genteel error.

No person of decent education would think of saying,

" Him and me are going to the play ;

" yet how often do

we hear even well-educated people say, "They were

coming to see my brother and I; " " The claret will be

packed in two hampers for Mr. Smith and /; " " Let

you and / try to move it
;
" " Let him and / go up and
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speak to them ;
" " Between you and I, " &c, &c.— faults

as gross as that of the more ignorant person who says,

"Him and me are going to the play," and with less

excuse. Two minutes' reflection will enable the scholar

to correct himself, and a little exercise of memory will

shield him from a repetition of the fault ; but, for the

benefit of those who may not be scholars, we will accom-

pany him through the mazes of his reflections. Who

are the persons that are performing the act of " coming

to see ? " " TJiey." Then the pronoun they must stand

in the nominative case. Who are the persons to whom

the act of " coming to see " extends ? " My brother and

I." Then " my brother and I," being the objects affected

by the act of the nominative, must be a noun and pro-

noun standing in the objective case ; and as nouns are

not susceptible of change on account of cases, it is only

the "pronoun which requires alteration to render the

sentence correct :
" They were coming to see my brother

and me? The same argument is applicable to the other

examples given. In the English language, the imper-

ative mood of a verb is never conjugated with a pronoun

in the nominative case, therefore, " Let you and /try to

move it," " Let him and / go up and speak to them,"

are manifest improprieties. A very simple test may be

formed by taking away the first noun or pronoun from

the sentence altogether, and bringing the verb or prep-
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osition right against that pronoun which you use to

designate yourself; thus, " They were coming to see I; 9'

" The claret will be packed in two hampers for I; " " Let

/try to move it," &c. By this means your own ear will

correct you, without any reference to grammatical rules.

And bear in mind that the number of nouns it may be

necessary to press into the sentence will not alter the

case respecting the pronouns.

" Between you and I " is as erroneous an expression

as any. Change the position of the pronouns, and say,

•

' Between I and you ;
" or change the sentence altogether,

and say, " Between I and the wall there was a great

gap ;
" and you will soon see in what case the first per-

son should be rendered. "Prepositions govern the

objective case
;
" therefore it is impossible to put a nom-

inative after a preposition without a gross violation of a

rule which ought to be familiar to every body.

VII.

The same mistake extends to the relative pronouns

"who" and "whom." We seldom hear the objective

case used either by vulgar or refined speakers. " Who
did you give it to ? " " Who is this for ? " are solecisms

of daily occurrence. When the objective "whom" is

used, it is often put in the wrong place ; as, " The person

whom I expected would purchase that estate
;

" " The
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man whom they intend shall execute that work." This

intervening verb in each sentence, " I expected " and

"they intend," coming between the last verb and its

nominative, (the relative pronoun,) has no power to

alter the rule, and no right to violate it; but as the

introduction of an intervening verb, in such situations,

is likely to beguile the ear and confuse the judgment, it

would be better to avoid such constructions altogether,

and turn the sentence in a different way ; as, " The per-

son whom I expected to be the purchaser of that estate,"

"The man whom they intend to execute that work."

If the reader will cut off the intervening verb, which has

nothing to do with the construction of the sentence,

except to mystify it, he will perceive at a glance the

error and its remedy : " The person whom would pur-

chase that estate
;
" " The man whom shall execute that

work." Another common error may be observed in the

use of the objective case of personal pronouns instead of

the nominative. A lady inquires of her friend, " Who

was that gentleman walking with you yesterday ? " " It

was my brother, who has just returned from Europe."

"I thought it was him from his resemblance to your

father." " Mary attempted to surprise me this evening,

but as soon as I heard a lady's step, I knew it was her"
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VIII.

It is very easy to mistake the nominative when another

noun comes between it and the verb, which is frequently

the case in the use of the indefinite and distributive

pronouns; as, "One of those houses were sold last

week ; " " Each of the daughters are to have a separate

share
;
" " Every tree in those plantations have been in-

jured by the storm ;
" " Either of the children are at

liberty to claim it." Here it will be perceived that the

pronouns " one," " each," " every," " either," are the true

nominatives to the verbs ; but the intervening noun in

the plural number, in each sentence, deludes the ear,

and the speaker, without reflection, renders the verb in

the plural instead of the singular number. The same

error is often committed when no second noun appears

to plead an apology for the fault ; as, " Each city have

their peculiar privileges ; " " Every body has a right to

look after their own interest
;
" " Either are at liberty to

claim it." This is the effect of pure carelessness.

IX.

There is another very common error, the reverse of

the last mentioned, which is that of rendering the adjec-

tive pronoun in the plural number instead of the singular

in such sentences as the following : " These kind of
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entertainments are not conducive to general improve-

ment j" " TJiose sort of experiments are often dangerous."

This error seems to originate in the habit which people

insensibly acquire of supposing the prominent noun in

the sentence (such as "entertainments" or "exper-

iments") to be the noun qualified by the adjective

"these" or "those;" instead of which it is "kind,"

"sort," or any word of that description immediately

following the adjective, which should be so qualified,

and the adjective must be made to agree with it in the

singular number. We confess it is not so agreeable to

the ear to say, " This kind of entertainments," " That

sort of experiments ;

" but it would be easy to give the

sentence a different form, and say, " Entertainments of

this kind," " Experiments of that sort," by which the

requisitions of grammar would be satisfied, and those of

euphony too.

x.

But the grand fault, the glaring impropriety, com-

mitted by " all ranks and conditions of men," rich and

poor, high and low, illiterate and learned,— except, per-

haps, one in twenty,— and from which not even the

pulpit or the bar is totally free,— is, the substitution of

the active verb lay for the neuter verb lie, (to lie down.)

The scholar knows that " active verbs govern the objec-

tive case," and therefore demand an objective case after
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them ; and that neuter verbs will not admit an objective

ease after them, except through the medium of a prep-

osition. He, therefore, has no excuse for his error ; it is

a wilful one ; for him the following is not written. And

here I may as well say, once for all, that while I would

remind the scholar of his lapses, my instructions and

explanations are offered only to the class which requires

them.

"To lay" is an active transitive verb, like love,

demanding an objective case after it, without the inter-

vention of a preposition. " To lie " is a neuter verb,

not admitting an objective case after it, except through

the intervention of a preposition. Yet this "perverse

generation " will go on substituting the former for the

latter. Nothing can be more erroneous than to say, as

people constantly do, " I shall go and lay down." The

question which naturally arises in the mind of the

discriminating hearer is, " What are you going to lay

down— money, carpets, plans, or what?" for, as a

transitive verb is used, an object is wanted to complete

the sense. The speaker means, in fact, to tell us that

he (himself) is going to lie down, instead of which he

gives us to understand that he is going to lay down or

put down something which he has not named, but which

it is necessary to name before we can understand the

sentence ; and this sentence, when completed according
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to the rules of grammar, will never convey the meaning

he intends. One might as well use the verb " to put

"

in this situation, as the verb " to lay," for each is a trans-

itive verb, requiring an objective case immediately after

it. If you were to enter a room, and, finding a person

lying on the sofa, were to address him with such a ques-

tion as " What are you doing there ? " you would think

it ludicrous if he were to reply, " I am putting down."

Yet it would not be more absurd than to say, " I am

laying down;" but custom, whilst it fails to reconcile

us to the error, has so familiarized us with it, that we

hear it without surprise, and good breeding forbids our

noticing it to the speaker. The same mistake is com-

mitted through all the tenses of the verb. How often

are nice ears wounded by the following expressions:

" My brother lays ill of a fever ; " " The vessel lays in

St. Katherine's Docks;" "The books were laying on

the floor
;
" " He laid on a sofa three weeks ; " " After

I had laid down, I remembered that I had left my pistols

laying on the table." You must perceive that, in every

one of these instances, the wrong verb is used ; correct

it, therefore, according to the explanation given ; thus,

" My brother lies ill of a fever
;

" " The vessel lies in

St. Katherine's Docks ;
" " The books were lying on

the floor
;
" " He lay on a sofa three weeks ;

" " After

I had lain down, I remembered that I had left my pis-

tols lying on the table."
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It is probable that this error has originated in the

circumstance of the present tense of the verb " to lay
"

being similar to the imperfect tense of the verb " to lie
;

"

and in order to remedy the evil which this resemblance

seems to have created, I have conjugated at full length

the simple tenses of the two verbs, hoping the exposition

may be found useful ; for it is an error which must be

corrected by all who aspire to the merit of speaking their

own language well.

Verb Active.
To lay.

Present Tense.

Hay
Thou layest
He lays

We lay

You lay

They lay

money,
carpets,
plans,— any
thing.

Imperfect Tense

I laid

Thou laidest

He laid

We laid

You laid

They laid

Present Participle, Laying.
Perfect Participle, Laid.

money,
carpets,

plans,
'— any
thing.

Verb Neuter.
To lie.

Present Tense.

Hie
Thou liest

He lies

We lie

You lie

They lie

Imperfect Tense.

Hay
Thou layest
He lay
We lay
You lay

They lay

Present Participle, Lying.
Perfect Participle, Lain.

down,
too long,

!>ona sofa,— any
where.

down,
too long,

on a sofa,
— any
where.

In such sentences as these, wherein the verb is used

reflectively,— "If I lay myself down on the grass I

shall catch cold," " He laid himself down on the green-

sward,"— the verb " to lay " is with propriety substi-

tuted for the verb " to lie
;
" for the addition of the

emphatic pronoun myself, or himself, constituting an
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objective case, and coming immediately after the verb,

without the intervention of a preposition, renders it

necessary that the verb employed should be active, not

neuter, because " active verbs govern the objective case."

But this is the only construction in which "to lay,"

instead of " to lie," can be sanctioned by the rules of

grammar.

XI.

The same confusion often arises in the use of the verbs

sit and set. Sit is a neuter verb, set an active one
; yet

how often do people most improperly say, " I have set

with him for hours ;
" " He set on the beach till the sun

went down ;

" " She set three nights by the patient's bed-

side." What did they set?— plants, trees, traps, or

what ? for as an objective case is evidently implied by

the use of an active verb, an object is indispensable to

complete the sense. No tense whatever of the verb " to

sit" is rendered "set," which has but one word through-

out the whole verb, except the active participle " set-

ting ; " and " sit " has but two words, " sit " and " sat,"

except the active participle " sitting
; " therefore it is

easy to correct this error by the help of a little attention.

XII.

Raise is the same kind of verb as set— active tran-

Ueorge IV was accustomed to comment upon the after it ; and it COn-
dress ofSir Robert Peel, whose clothes never fitted

him. Smith accordingly represented the minister,
when on a visit at the Brighton Pavilion, as being
called out of bed in the middle of the night to attend
his Majesty in what the King supposed to be his last

moments—his dinner having disagreed with him in
a very alarming manner. Peel was much affected,

and the King, after a few words which he could
scarcely utter, said, "Go, my dear Peel—God bless
you; I shall never see you again:" and, as Peel
turned to leave the room, he added faintly, "Who
made that dressing gown, my dear Peel ? It sits very
badly behind. God bless you, my dear fello^Hiever
employ that tailor again."
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tains only two words, raise and raised, besides the active

participle raising. Rise is a neuter verb, not admitting

an objective case. It contains two words, rise and rose ;

besides the two participles, rising and risen. It is

improper, therefore, to say, " He rose the books from the

floor
; " " He rises the fruit as it falls

;

" " After she had

risen the basket on her head," &c. In all such cases

use the other verb, raise. It occurs to me, that if people

would take the trouble to reckon how many different

words a verb contains, they would be in less danger of

mistaking them. "Lay" contains two words, "lay"

and "laid," besides the active participle "laying."

« Lie " has also two words, " lie " and " lay," besides the

two participles "lying" and "lain;" and from this sec-

ond word " lay " arises all the confusion I have had to

lament in the foregoing pages.

XIII.

To the scholar I would remark the prevalent impro-

priety of adopting the subjunctive instead of the indica-

tive mood, in sentences where doubt or uncertainty is

expressed, although the former can only be used in sit*

uations in which " contingency and futurity " are com-

bined. Thus a gentleman, giving an order to his tailor,

may say, " Make me a coat of a certain description ; if it

jit me well I will give you another order
;

" because the
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" fit " alluded to is a thing which the future has to deter-

mine. But when the coat is made and brought home,

he cannot say, " If this cloth be good I will give you

another order," for the quality of the cloth is already

determined; the future will not alter it. It may be

good, it may be bad ; but whatever it may he, it already

is; therefore, as contingency only is implied, without

futurity, it must be rendered in the indicative mood—
"If this cloth is good," &c. "We may with propriety

say, " If the book be sent in time, I shall be able to read

it to-night," because the sending of the book is an event

which the future must produce ; but we must not say,

u If this book be sent for me, it is a mistake," because

here the act alluded to is already performed— the book

has come. I think it very likely that people have been

beguiled into this error by the prefix of the conjunction,

forgetting that conjunctions may be used with the indic-

ative as well as with the subjunctive mood.

XIV.

Some people use the imperfect tense of the verb " to

go," instead of the past participle, and say, "I should

have went" instead of " I should have gone" This is

not a very common error, but it is a very great one ; and

I should not have thought it could come within the range

of the class for which this book is written, had I not
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noticed it in the conversation of quite well educated per-

sons. One might as well say, " I should have was at

the theatre last night," instead of " I should have been

at the theatre," &c, as say, " I should have went" instead

of " I should have gone."

xv.

Others there are who invert this error, and use the

past participle of the verb " to do " instead of a tense of

the verb ; saying, " I done" instead of " I did." But

all such expressions as, " We done this," " You done

that," " They done something else," &c, are sure indi-

cations that those who allow these and similar phrases

to fall from their lips are quite ignorant in regard to the

proper use of their mother tongue. " I did it," or " I

have done it," is a phrase correct in its formation, its

application being, of course, dependent on other circum-

stances.

XVI.

There are speakers who are too refined to use the past

(or perfect) participle of the verbs " to drink," " to run,"

" to begin," &c, and substitute the imperfect tense, as in

the verb "to go." Thus, instead of saying, "I have

drunk," " He has run," " They have begun," they say, " I

have drank" " He has ran" " They have began" &c.

These are minor errors, I admit ; still, nice ears detect

6
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them, and all persons of good taste will condemn them

as positively bad.

XVII.

I trust it is unnecessary to warn any of my readers

against adopting the flagrant vulgarity of saying " don't

ought," and "hadn't ought," instead of "ought not."

But many persons, who would never use either of these

vulgarisms directly, are often betrayed into similar

blunders in conversation. One says, " I think he ought

to do it
;
" another adds, " I think he had." Had what ?

Had ought ! It is also incorrect to employ no for not

in such phrases as, " If it is true or no, (not ;)
" " Is it

so or no, (not ?)
"

XVIII.

Many people have an ^dd way of saying, " I expect,"

when they only mean " I think," or " I conclude
;

" as,

u I expect my brother is gone to Richmond to-day
;

"

"I expect those books were sent to Paris last year."

This is wrong. Expect can relate only to future time,

and must be followed by a future tense, or a verb in the

infinitive mood ; as, " I expect my brother will go to

Richmond to-day ;
" "I expect to find those books were

sent to Paris last year." Here the introduction of a

future tense, or of a verb in the infinitive mood, rectifies

the grammar without altering the sense ; but this"por-
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tion of the sentence must not be omitted in speaking or

writing, as no such ellipsis is allowable. This verb is

often improperly used, in the passive voice, for required

or obliged; as, " Soldiers are expected to obey orders."

XIX.

The majority of speakers use the imperfect tense and

the perfect tense together, in such sentences as the fol-

lowing,— "I intended to have called on him last night
;

"

" I meant to have purchased one yesterday, "— or a

pluperfect tense and a perfect tense together I have

sometimes heard, as, " You should have written to have

told her." These expressions are illogical, because, as

the intention to perform an act must be prior to the act

contemplated, the act itself cannot with propriety be

expressed by a tense indicating a period of time previous

to the intention. The three sentences should be cor-

rected thus, placing the second verb in the infinitive

mood :
" I intended to call on him last night

; " "I meant

to purchase one yesterday ;
" " You should have written

to tell her."

But the imperfect tense and the perfect tense are to

be combined in such sentences as the following, " I re-

marked that they appeared to have undergone great

fatigue

;

" because here the act of " undergoing fatigue
"

must have taken place previous to the period at which
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you had the opportunity of remarking its effect on their

appearance ; the sentence, therefore, is both grammatical

and logical.

xx.

Another strange perversion of grammatical propriety

is to be heard occasionally in the adoption of the present

tense of the verb " to have," most probably instead of

the past participle, but in situations in which the par-

ticiple itself would be a redundance ; such as, " If I had

have known ;
" " If he had have come according to ap-

pointment ; " " If you had have sent me that intelligence,"

&c. Of what utility is the word " have " in the sen-

tence ? "What office does it perform ? If it stands in

place of any other word, that other word would still be an

encumbrance ; but, the sentence being complete without

it, it becomes an illiterate superfluity. " If I had have

known that you would have been there before me, I

would have written to you to have waited till I had have

come." What a construction from the lips of an edu-

cated person ! and yet we do sometimes hear this slip-

slop uttered by people who are supposed to "speak

French and Italian well" and who enjoy the reputation

of being " accomplished" ! Many persons, who consider

themselves well educated, often commit a similar error

by using the participle got in connection with the verb

to have ; as, " I have got the book in my library
;
" " Who
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has got a pencil?" "I have got one." This form of

speech should never be used to express possession, as

the verb to have conveys that idea, in these and similar

phrases.

XXI.

It is amusing to observe the broad line of demar-

cation between vulgar bad grammar and genteel bad

grammar, which characterizes the violation of almost

every rule of syntax. The vulgar speaker uses ad-

jectives instead of adverbs, and says, "This letter is

written shocking;" the genteel speaker uses adverbs

instead of adjectives, and says, " This writing looks shock-

ingly" The perpetrators of the latter offence may fancy

they can shield themselves behind the grammatical law

which compels the employment of an adverb, not an

adjective, to qualify a verb, and behind the first rule of

syntax, which says that "a verb must agree with its

nominative." But which is the nominative in the ex-

pression alluded to ? Which performs the act of looking

— the writing or the speaker ? To say that a thing looks

when zve look at it, is an idiom peculiar to our language,

and some idioms are not reducible to rules ; they are con-

ventional terms, which pass current, like bank notes, for

the coin they represent, but must not be submitted to the

test of grammatical alchemy. It is improper, therefore,

to say, " The queen looks beautifully
;

" " The flowers
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smell sweetly ;" "This writing looks shockingly;" because

it is the speaker that performs the act of looking, smell-

ing, &c.j not the noun looked at; and though, by an

idiomatical construction necessary to avoid circumlocu-

tion, the sentence imputes the act to the thing beheld, the

qualifying word must express the quality of the thing

spoken of, adjectively, instead of qualifying the act of the

nominative understood, adverbially. "What an adjective

is to a noun, an adverb is to a verb ; an adjective ex-

presses the quality of a thing, and an adverb the manner

of an action. Consider what it is you wish to express,

—

the quality of a thing, or the manner of an action,— and

use an adjective or adverb accordingly. But beware

that you discriminate justly ; for though you cannot say,

" The queen looked majestically in her robes," because

here the act of looking is performed by the spectator,

who looks at her, you can and must say, " The queen

looked graciously on the petitioner," " The queen looked

mercifully on Ms prayer," because here the act of looking

is performed by the queen. You cannot say, "These

flowers smell sweetly," because it is you that smell, and

not the- flowers ; but you can say, " These flowers per-

fume the air deliriously," because it is they which impart

the fragrance, not you. You cannot say, " This dress

looks badly," because it is you that look, not the dress ;

but you can say, " This dress fits badly," because it is
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the dress that performs the act of fitting either well or

ill. There is another class of errors arising from the

use of the adverbial form of certain words, instead of the

adjective form; as, he spoke loudly, more loudly, or

most loudly, for loud, louder, or loudest. The boy reads

sloivly, more slowly, or most slowly, for slow, slower, or

slowest. Not a few teachers fall into this error, perhaps

because they are more familiar with the general rule

that most adverbs end in ly, than with the practice of

good speakers and writers. There are some peculiar

idioms which it would be better to avoid altogether, if

possible ; but if you feel compelled to use them, take

them as they are,— you cannot prune and refine them

by the rules of syntax, and to attempt to do so shows

ignorance as well as affectation.

XXII.

There is a mistake often committed in the use of the

adverbs of place, hence, thence, whence. People are apt

to say, " He will go from thence to-morrow," &c. The

preposition " from " is included in these adverbs ; there-

fore it becomes tautology in sense when prefixed to them.

XXIII.

" Equally as well " is a very common expression, and

a very incorrect one ; the adverb of comparison, " as,"
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has no right in the sentence. " Equally well," " equally

high," " equally dear," should be the construction ; and

if a complement be necessary in the phrase, it should be

preceded by the preposition " with
;

" as, " The wall was

equally high with the former one;" "The goods at

Smith's are equally dear with those sold at the shop

next door," &c. " Equally the same " is tautology.

XXIV.

" Whether," sometimes an adverb, sometimes a con-

junction, is a word that plainly indicates a choice of

things, (of course I cannot be supposed to mean a, free-

dom of choice ;) it is highly improper, therefore, to place

it, as many do, at the head of each part of a sentence ; as,

" I have not yet made up my mind whether I shall go

to France, or whether I shall remain in England." The

conjunction should not be repeated, as it is evident the

alternative is expressed only in the combination of the

two parts of the sentence, not in either of them taken

separately ; and the phrase should stand thus : " I have

not yet made up my mind whether I shall go to France

or remain in England."

xxv.

There is an awkwardness prevalent amongst all classes

of society in such sentences as the following :
" He quit-
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ted his horse, and got on to a stage coach
;

" " He jumped

on to the floor
;

" " She laid it on to a dish
;
" "1 threw it

on to the fire." Why use two prepositions where one

would be quite as exj:>licit, and far more elegant ? No-

body, at the present day, would think of saying, " He

came to London for to go to the exhibition," because

the preposition " for " would be an awkward superfluity.

So is " to " in the examples given ; in each of which

there is an unwieldiness of construction which reminds

one of the process of gluing, or fastening, one thing " on

to " another. Expunge the redundant preposition, and

be assured, gentle reader, the sentence will still be found

"an elegant sufficiency." There are some situations,

however, in which the two prepositions may with pro-

priety be employed, though they are never indispensable

;

as, " I accompanied such a one to Islington, and then

walked on to Kingsland." ' But here tivo motions are

implied— the walking onward, and the reaching of a cer-

tain point. More might be said to illustrate the dis-

tinction, but we believe it will not be deemed necessary.

xxvi.

There seems to be a natural tendency to deal in a

redundance of adverbs. Many people talk of " contin-

uing on" " returning back" " ascending up" " descending

down" " advancing forward" " retreating bach" &c. I
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should be glad to be informed in what other direction it

would be possible to continue, return, ascend, &c.

XXVII.

It is most illiterate to put the preposition of after the

adverb off; as, " The satin measured twelve yards before

I cut this piece off of it
;
" " The fruit was gathered off

of that tree." Many of my readers will consider such a

remark quite unnecessary in this volume; but many

others, who ought to know better, must stand self-con-

demned on reading it.

XXVIII.

There is a false taste extant for the preposition " on,"

instead of " of," in songs, poetry, and many other sit-

uations in which there is still less excuse for borrowing

the poetic license; such as, "Wilt thou think on me,

love ? " "I will think on thee, love
;

" " Then think on the

friend who once welcomed it too," &c, &c. But this is

an error chiefly to be met with among poetasters and

melo-dramatic speakers.

XXIX.

Some people add a superfluous preposition at the end

of a sentence— "More than you think for" This,

however, is an awkwardness rarely committed by per-

sons of decent education.
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That " prepositions govern the objective case " is a

golden rule of grammar ; and if it were only well remem-

bered, it would effectually correct that mistake of sub-

stituting the nominative for the objective pronoun, which

has been complained of in the preceding pages. In

using a relative pronoun in the objective case, it is more

elegant to put the preposition before than after it ; thus,

" To whom was the order given ? " instead of, " Whom
was the order given to ? " Indeed, if this practice were

to be invariably adopted, it would obviate the possibility

of confounding the nominative with the objective case,

because no man would ever find himself able to utter

such a sentence as, " To who was this proposal made ?
"

though he might very unconsciously say, " Who was this

proposal made to?" and the error would be equally

flagrant in both instances.

XXXI.

There is a great inaccuracy connected with the use

of the disjunctive conjunctions or and nor, which seem to

be either not clearly understood, or treated with undue

contempt by persons who speak in the following manner

:

" Henry or John are to go there to-night
;
" " His son or

his nephew have since put in their claim ;
" " Neither one
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nor the other have the least chance of success." The

conjunctions disjunctive " or " and " nor " separate the

objects in sense, as the conjunction copulative unites

them ; and as, by the use of the former, the things stand

forth separately and singly to the comprehension, the

verb or pronoun must be rendered in the singular num-

ber also ; as, " Henry or John is to go there to-night
;

"

" His son or his nephew has since put in his claim," &c.

If you reflect on the sentence, you will perceive that

only one is to do the act ; therefore only one can be the

nominative to the verb.

XXXII.

Many people improperly substitute the disjunctive

" but " for the comparative " than ;

" as, " The mind no

sooner entertains any proposition, but it presently hastens

to some hypothesis to bottom it on."— Locke. "No

other resource but this was allowed him." " My beha-

vior has, I fear, been the death of a man who had no

other fault but that of loving me too much."— Spectator.

XXXIII.

Sometimes a relative pronoun is used instead of a

conjunction, in such sentences as the following :
" I don't

know but what I shall go to Brighton to-morrow," in-

stead of, "I don't know but that" &c.
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XXXIV.

Sometimes the disjunctive but is substituted for the

conjunction that; as, "I have no doubt but he will be

here to-night." Sometimes for the conjunction if; as,

" I shouldn't wonder but that was the case." And some-

times two conjunctions are used instead of one ; as, " If

that I have offended him ; " " After that he had seen the

parties
;

" " So as that he could do it," &c. The second

conjunction in these examples is superfluous. All this

is very awkward indeed; it ought to be avoided, and

might be shunned by a little attention. The conjunction

if is often omitted ; as, " He seldom ever does it," for

" He seldom, if ever, does it."

CHAPTER II

It is obsolete now to use the article an before words

beginning with long u or with eu ; and it has become

more elegant, in modern style, to say, " a university,"

" a useful article," " a European," " a euphonious com-

bination of sentences," &c, &c. It is also proper to say

" such a one," not " such an one."
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II.

Some people pronounce the plural of handkerchief,

scarf, dwarf, handherchieves, scarves, dwarves. This is

an error, as these words, and perhaps a few others, are

exceptions to the rule laid down, that nouns ending inf
andjfe shall change their terminations into ves to form

the plural, and consequently should be pronounced with-

out the sound of v in the last syllable.

in.

There is an illiterate mode of pronouncing the adverb

too, which is that of contracting it into the sound of the

preposition to ; thus, " I think I paid to much for this

gun ;
" " This line is to long by half." The adverb too

should be pronounced like the numeral adjective two,

and have the same full, distinct sound in delivery ; as, " I

think I paid too (two) much for this gun ;
" " This line

is too (two) long by half."

IV.

One does not expect to hear such words as " neces-

si'ated," " preventative," &c, from people who profess to

be educated ; but one does hear them, nevertheless, and

many others of the same genus, of which the following

list is a specimen, not a collection.
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" Febuary " and " Febbiwerry," instead of February.

" Seckaterry " instead of secretary.

" Gover'mimt " " government.

" Sentimunt *' " sentiment.

" SeVm " " seven.

" Evenin'

"

" evening.

The vulgar practice of omitting to sound a final con-

sonant after another consonant is so common, that one

would think the organs of speech, in most persons, were

incapable of uttering the double sound.

Some persons say chapped, according to the common

orthography, instead of chopped, according to good

usage.

And we have even heard " continental " pronounced

continential, though upon what authority we know not.

Besides these, a multitude of others might be quoted,

which we consider too familiar to particularize, and " too

numerous to mention."

There is an old jest on record of a person hearing

another pronounce the word curiosity " curosity" and

remarking to a bystander, u That man murders the Eng-

lish language." "Nay," replies the person addressed,

" he only knocks an eye (i) out." And I am invariably

reminded of this old jest whenever I hear such pronun-
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ciations as the following :
" Lat'n " for Latin ; " sat'n

"

for satin ; and Britain pronounced so as to rhyme with

written,— of which a few examples will be given on a

subsequent page, not with the wild hope of comprising

in so short a space all the perversions of prosody which

are constantly taking place, but simply with the intention

of reminding careless speakers of some general principles

which they seem to have forgotten, and of the vast ac-

cumulation of error they may engraft upon themselves

by a lazy adherence to the custom of the crowd. Before,

however, proceeding to the words in question, it may be

satisfactory to our readers to recall to their memory the

observations of Lindley Murray on the subject. He

says, " There is scarcely any thing which more distin-

guishes a person of poor education from a person of a

good one, than the pronunciation of the unaccented vow-

els. "When vowels are under the accent, the best speakers,

and the lowest of the people, with very few exceptions,

pronounce them in the same manner ; but the imaccent-

ed vowels in the mouths of the former have a distinct,

open, and specific sound, while the latter often totally

sink them, or change them into some other sound."

The words that have chiefly struck me are the following,

in which not only the i but some of the other vowels

are submitted to the mutilating process, or, as I have

heard it pronounced, mutulating.
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Brit'n instead of Britain.

Lat'n
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Besides omitting to sound some letters, there are many

persons who habitually sound others which should be

omitted, in certain words ; as the e in garden and often,

and the i in evil and devil. This is a decided error.

These words should always be pronounced gard'n, oft'n,

ev'l, dev'l, &c.

In addition to the mispronunciation of the foregoing

classes of words, one often hears the double o, in such

words as root and spoon, &c, pronounced like the double

o in foot. Oo is sometimes sounded in this way ; as in

wood, stood, hood; but oftener as in boot, hoot, pool, rood,

noon, soon, &c.

VI.

It is affected, and contrary to authority, to deprive

the s of its sharp hissing sound in the words precise,

desolate, design, and their derivatives.

VII.

There is one peculiarity which we feel bound to

notice, because it has infected English speakers— that

of corrupting the e and the ? into the sound of a or u, in

the words ability, humility, charity, &c. ; for how often

is the ear wrung by such barbarisms as humilutty, civ-

Uutty, qxmlafy, qwxntaty, crualty, chuvaty, humanaJy, bar-

baraty, homible, terruble, and so on, ad infinitum !—
an uncouth practice, to which nothing is comparable,

except pronouncing yalla for yellow.
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VIII.

There is in some quarters a bad mode prevalent of

pronouncing the plural of such words as face, place, &c,

fazes, plazes, whilst the plural of price seems every

where subject to the same strange mutation. The words

should be faces, places, prices, without any softening of

the c into z. There is, too, an ugly fashion of pronoun-

cing the ng, when terminating a word or syllable, as we

pronounce the same combination of letters in the word

finger, and making such words as "singer," "ringer,"

&c, rhyme with linger. Sometimes the double o is

elongated into the sound which we give to that diphthong

in " room," " fool," " moon," &c, which has a very bad

effect in such words as booh, look, nook, took, &c. ; and

sometimes it is contracted into the sound of short w,

making " foot," and some other words, rhyme with but.

IX.

And having remarked on the lingering pronunciation,

it is but fair to notice a defect, the reverse of this, namely,

that of omitting the final g in such words as saying, go-

ing, shillinq, &c, and pronouncing them " sayin," " goin,"

" sliillin." This is so common an error that it generally

escapes notice, but is a greater blemish, where we have

a right to look for perfection, than the peculiarities of
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the provinces in those who reside there. Besides this

"sin of omission," there is the "sin of commission,"

which consists in adding letters where they do not

belong ; as, acrost for across ; attacht for attack ; attack-

ted for attacked ; heighth for height.

It is also a common fault to add a gratuitous r to words

ending with a vowel, such as Annar, Emmar, Louisar,

Juliar, and to make draw, law, saw, flaw, with all others

of the same class, rhyme with war ; to omit the r in such

words as cork, fork, curtain, morsel, &c. ; in the word

perhaps, when they conscientiously pronounce the h;

and sometimes in Paris ; or to convert it into the sound

of a y when it comes between two vowels, as in the

name Harriet, and in the words superior, interior, &c,

frequently pronounced Aah-yet, su-pe-yor, in-te-yor, &c.

Another fault quite common is the omission of the h in

speaking such words as shriek, shred, shrink, shrug,

shrill, shrub, shrewd, &c.

XI.

A very vulgar mispronunciation of such words as

road, coach, and boast, may often be heard from the lips

of persons considered well educated. The regular sound

of the diphthong oa, in this class of words, is that of long
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o, and never that offensive guttural sound which cannot

be perfectly represented by any symbol in the English

language.

Dr. Oliver "Wendell Holmes has very properly rid-

iculed this rustic pronunciation in the following lines :—
" Learning condemns beyond the reach of hope
The careless lips that speak of soap for soap

;

Her edict exiles from her fair abode

The clownish voice that utters road for road
;

Less stern to him who calls his coat a coat,

And steers his boat, believing it a boat.

She pardoned one, our classic city's boast,

Who said, at Cambridge, most instead of most,

But knit her brows, and stamped her angry foot

To hear a Teacher call a r6ot a root."

XII.

There is a vicious mode of amalgamating the final 5

of a word when preceded and followed by a vowel,

with the first letter of the next word, if that letter

happens to be a y, in such a manner as to produce the

sound of sh or zh, or of su in usual; as, "A nishe

young man;" "What makezh you laugh?" "If he

offendzh you, don't speak to him ; " "Azh you please
;

"

" Not jush yet
;

" " We always passh your house in

going to call on Missh Yates ;

" and so on through all

the possibilities of such a combination. This is decided,

unmitigated cocTcneyism, having its parallel in nothing
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except the broken English of the sons of Abraham ; and

to adopt it in conversation is certainly "not speaking

like a Christian." The effect of this pronunciation on

the ear is as though the mouth of the speaker were filled

with froth, which impedes the utterance, and gives the

semblance of a defect where nature had kindly intended

perfection ; but the radical cause of this, and of many

other mispronunciations, is the carelessness, sometimes

the ignorance, of teachers, who permit children to read

and speak in a slovenly manner, without opening their

teeth, or taking any pains to acquire a distinct articulation.

XIII.

Whilst we are on the subject of prosody, we must

not omit to mention the vicious pronunciation occasion-

ally given to the words new, due, Tuesday, stupid, and

a few others, sometimes corrupted into noo, doo, Toos-

day, stoopid, &c, by way of refinement, perhaps, for lips

which are too delicate to utter the clear, broad, English

u, which is never to be sounded like oo in words like the

following : supreme, consume, intuitive, latitude, stupefy,

duty, tune, tube, suit. Never say " a soot of clothes," &c.

Avoid giving the sound of u to e, in such words as acci-

dent, argument, element, implement, innocent. Nor has

a the sound of u in elegant, infant, and similar words.
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XIV.

Never say " Cut it in half, " for this you cannot do

unless you could annihilate one half. You may " cut it

in two," or " cut it in halves," or " cut it through," or

" divide it," but no human ability will enable you to cut

it in half.

xv.

Never speak of " lots " of things. Some young men

allow themselves a diffusive license of speech, and of

quotation, which has introduced many words into col-

loquial style that do not at all tend to improve or dig-

nify the language, and which, when heard from ladies'

lips, become absolute vulgarisms. A young man may

talk recklessly of " lots of bargains," " lots of money,"

" lots of fellows," " lots of fun," &c, but a lady may not.

Man may indulge in any latitude of expression within

the bounds of sense and decorum, but woman has a nar-

rower range— even her mirth must be subjected to

the rules of good taste. It may be naive, but must

never be grotesque. It is not that we would have prim-

ness in the sex, but we would have refinement. "Women

are the purer and the more ornamental part of life, and

when they degenerate, the Poetry of Life is gone.
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XVI.

" Loads " is a word quite as objectionable as " lots,"

unless it can be reduced to a load of something, such as

a s/^zp-load, a wagon-load, a cart-load, a horse-load, &c.

We often hear such expressions as "loads of shops,"

" loads of authors," " loads of compliments ;

" but as

shops, authors, compliments, are things not usually piled

up into loads, either for ships or horses, we cannot dis-

cover the propriety of the application.

XVII.

Some people, guiltless of those absurdities, commit a

great error in the use of the word quantity, applying it

to things of number ; as, " a quantity of friends," " a

quantity of ships," " a quantity of houses," &c. Quan-

tity can be applied only where bulk is indicated, as, " a

quantity of land," " a quantity of timber ;
" but we

cannot say, " a quantity of fields," " a quantity of trees,"

because trees and fields are specific individualities. We
may, indeed, apply it where individualities are taken in

the gross, without reference to their kinds ; as, " a quan-

tity of luggage," " a quantity of furniture
;
" but we

cannot say " a quantity of boxes," " a quantity of chairs

and tables," for the same reason which is given in the

former instances. We may also apply the term quan-
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tity to those things of number which are too minute to

be taken separately; as, "a quantity of beans," "a

quantity of oats," &c, &c.

XVIII.

Avoid favorite words and phrases. They betray a

poverty of language or of imagination not creditable to a

cultivated intellect. Some people are so unfortunate as

to find all things vulgar that come " betwixt the wind

and their nobility
;

" others find them disgusting. Some

are always anticipating, others are always appreciating.

Multitudes are aristocratic in all their relations, other

multitudes are no less distingues. These two words are

chiefly patronized by those whose pretensions in such

respects are the most questionable. To some timid

spirits, born under malignant influences no doubt, most

things present an awful appearance, even though they

come in shapes so insignificant as a cold day or an ach-

ing finger. But, thanks to that happy diversity of

Nature which throws light as well as shadow into the

human character, there are minds of brighter vision and

more cheerful temperament, who behold all things splen-

did, magnificent, down to a cup of small beer, or a half-

penny orange. Some people have a grandiloquent force

of expression, thereby imparting a tremendous or thun-

dering character even to little things. They seem to
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have at command a collection of pet words and phrases,

and to apply them to almost every body and thing ; as,

charming, or horrid, or aivful, or grand, or beautiful, or

splendid, or sweet pretty, or a perfect love. This is truly

carrying their conceptions into the sublime— sometimes

a step beyond.

We have, however, no intention of particularizing all

the " pet " phrases which salute the ear ; but the enumer-

ation of a few of them may make the candid culprit

smile, and avoid those trifling absurdities for the future.

We would, under favor, suggest to the reader the

advantage of not relying too confidently on knowledge

acquired by habit and example alone. There are many

words in constant use which are perverted from their

original meanings ; and if we were to dip into some

standard dictionary frequently, search out the true mean-

ings of words with which we have fancied ourselves

acquainted, and convict ourselves of all the errors we

have been committing in following the crowd, our sur-

prise, perhaps, would equal that of Moliere's Bourgeois

Gentilhomme when he discovered that he had been

talking prose for forty years.

The words feasible, ostensible, obnoxious, apparent,
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obtain, refrain, domesticated, and centre are expressions

which, nine times out of ten, are misapplied, besides

many others whose propriety is never questioned, so

firmly has custom riveted the bonds of ignorance.

In closing this treatise, the writer begs leave to

say that the remarks offered are intended only as

" Hints," which those who desire perfection may easily

improve, by a little exercise of the understanding, and a

reference to more extensive sources, into a competent

knowledge of their own tongue ; also as warnings to the

careless, that their lapses do not pass so unobserved as

they are in the habit of supposing.

Though many of the syntactical errors herein men-

tioned are to be found in the works of some of our best

writers, they are errors nevertheless, and stand as blem-

ishes upon the productions of their genius, like unsightly

excrescences upon a lovely skin. Genius is above

grammar, and this conviction may inspire in some bo-

soms an undue contempt for the latter. But grammar is

a constituent part of a good education, and a neglect of it

might argue a want of education, which would, perhaps,

be mortifying. It is an old axiom that " civility costs

nothing ;

" and surely grammatical purity need not cost

much to people disposed to pay a little attention to it,

and who have received a respectable education already.
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It adds a grace to eloquence, and raises the standard of

language where eloquence is not.

A handsome man or handsome woman is not improved

by a shabby or slatternly attire ; so the best abilities are

shown to a disadvantage through a style marked by

illiterate expressions and pronunciations.

J6

\



PART IV.

MISTAKES AND IMPROPRIETIES
IN SPEAKING AND WRITING

CORRECTED.

1. Haye you learned French yet? Yes, a learned

Frenchman taught me both to read it and to speak it.

Pronounce learned in two syllables when used as an

adjective, but in one when it is a verb,

2. The business would suit any one who enjoys bad

health; say, any one in a delicate state of health, or

whose health is feeble.

3. " "We have no corporeal punishment here," said a

schoolmaster. Corporeal is opposed to spiritual; say,

corporal punishment. Corporeal means having a body.

The Almighty is not a coporedl being, but a Spirit.

4. That was a notable circumstance ; pronounce the

first syllable of notable as no in notion. Mrs. Johnson

is a notable housewife; that is to say, careful; pro-

nounce the first syllable of notable as not in Nottingham.

(109)
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5. He put an advertisement in the " Times ;

" pro-

nounce this word with the accent * on ver, and not on

tise, viz., advertisement.

6. He rose up and left the room ; leave out up.

7. You have sown this seam very badly ; say, sewed

this seam, and pronounce it so as to rhyme with load,

not with mewed.

8. Mr. Dupont learnt me French ; say, taught. The

instructor teaches ; the pupil learns.

9. John and Henry both read well, but John is the

best reader ; say, the better reader, as best can be said

only when three or more persons or objects are com-

pared.

10. The two first pupils I had; say, the first two.

All such expressions as threefirst lines, four last verses,

&c, should be corrected as above, viz., first three lines,

lastfour verses, &c.

11. He has mistook his true interest ; say, mistaken.

12. Have you lit the lamp, Mary ? say, lighted.

13. The doctor has not yet came ; say, has not yet

come.

14. I have always gave him good advice ; say given.

* Accent— marked thus '— is the more forcible utterance of a

particular syllable of a word, by which that syllable is distinguished

from the others. The accented syllable of a word serves as a kind

of resting-place, or support, for the voice, which passes over the un-

accented syllables with more rapidity, and with a less distinct utter-

ance.
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15. "To be " is an auxiliary verb ;
pronounce aux-

iliary in four syllables, as if it were written auxilyary.

16. Celery is a pleasant edible; pronounce celery as

it is written, and not salary.

17. Are you at leisure ? pronounce lei in leisure like

ee, as leezhur, and not so as to rhyme with measure.

18. You have soon forgot my kindness; say, for-

gotten.

19. Have you seen the Miss Browns lately? or,

Have you seen the 3Iisses Brown lately ? Some of the

best speakers and writers in our language prefer the first

mode of pluralizing these phrases, while others adhere

to the second method. In favor of the former, it is said

that the title and name may be considered as a complex

whole, and, of course, the last word will take the sign

of the plural ; and also that the other mode is stiff and

formal, and leads to inconsistency, for we cannot say

" The 31rses Brown." On the other hand, it is urged,

that as the best usage is uniformly in favor of pluralizing

the titles, instead of the names of men, as " The 3fessrs.

Harper," &c, analogy favors saying, "The 3Iisses

Brown," &c. Although, in forming the plurals of

proper names to which titles are prefixed, usage is still

unsettled, yet a decided majority of our best writers

pluralize the title, and not the name.

20. He keeps Ms coach ; say, his carriage.
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21. John is my oldest brother; say, eldest. Elder

and eldest are applied to persons, and, according to the

best usage, only in comparing members of the same

family; thus, " An elder brother ;
" "the eldest sister."

But older and oldest are applied to persons of different

families, and also to things. Hence we say, " Franklin

was older than Washington;" "Harvard is the oldest

college in the United States."

22. It was an interesting discourse ; pronounce in-

teresting, with the accent on the first syllable, never on

the third; thus, interesting.

23. He is much interested in his profession ; pro-

nounce interested, according to directions in number 22.

24. The pupils have a recess every half day. All

good authorities accent recess' on the second syllable;

yet many persons, who ought to know better, continue

to pronounce this word with the accent on the first.

25. He writes as the best authors would have wrote,

had they writ on the same subject; say, would have

written— had they written.

26. I prefer the yolk of an egg to the white; say,

yelk, and sound the I.

27. He is now very decrepid^; say, decrepit.

28. I am very fond of sparrowgrass ; say, aspar''agus,

and pronounce it with the accent on par.

29. You are very mischievous ; pronounce mis'chie-
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vous with the accent on mis, and not on chie, and do

not say mischievyous.

30. It was very acceptable; pronounce acceptable

with the accent on cept, and not on ac, as we so often

hear it.

31. "No conversation be permitted in the Reading

Room to the interruption of the company present. Nei-

ther Smoking or Refreshments allowed." [From the

prospectus of a " Literary and Scientific Institution."]

Insert can after conversation, and say, neither smoking

nor refreshments.

32. No extras or vacations, [from the prospectus of

a schoolmistress
; ] say, neither extras nor vacations.

33. He is very covetous; pronounce covetous as if

it were written covet us, and not covetchus, as is almost

universally the case.

34. I intend to summons him ; say, summon. Sum-

mons is a noun, and not a verb.

35. Dearly beloved brethren
;
pronounce beloved in

three syllables when it is used as an adjective or a noun ;

as, a be-lov-ed mother; Be-lov-ed, let us love one

another; but in two, when a verb; as, she was much

be-loved.

36. He is now forsook by every one; say, forsaken.

37. Not as Iknow of; say, that I know.

8
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38. I do not wish to buy any thing to-day ; I called

merely to price your goods ; say, to ascertain the price

of your goods, because price as a verb is now obsolete.

39. They have just rose from the table ; say, risen,

40. He is quite as good as me ; say, as good as I,

41. Many an one has done the same ; say, many a

one. A, and not an, is used before the long sound of u,

that is to say, when u forms a distinct syllable of itself, as

a unit, a union, a university. It is also used before eu,

as, a euphony ; and likewise before the word ewe, as, a

ewe. We should also say, a youth, not an youth,

42. Many people think so; say, many persons, as

people means a nation.

43. " When our ships sail among the people of the

Eastern islands, those people do not ask for gold.—

* Iron ! iron
!

' is the call." [From a work by an Eng-

lish peer of literary celebrity.] Say, among the in-

habitants of the Eastern Islands ; and, instead of those

people, which is ungrammatical, say, those tribes or

nations.

44. Was you reading jusf now ? say, were you.

45. I have not had no dinner yet ; say, I have not yet

had any dinner, or, I have not yet had my dinner.

46. She will never be no taller ; say, she will never be

taller, or, she will never be any taller.

47. I see him last Monday ; say, saw him.
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48. He was averse from such a proceeding; say,

averse to.

49. He has wore his boots three months ; say, worn.

50. He has trod on my toes ; say, trodden.

51. Have you shook the cloth? say, shaken.

52. I have rang several times ; say, rung.

53. I knowed him at once ; say, knew.

54. He has growed very much ; say, grown.

55. George has fell down stairs; say, fallen.

5Q. He has chose a very poor pattern ; say, chosen.

57. They have broke a window ; say, broken.

58. Give me them books ; say, those books.

59. These kind of knaves I know ; say, this kind, &c.

60. I have not seen him this twenty years ; say, for

twenty years.

61. The men which we saw; say, whom.

62. The books what you have ; say, which, or that.

63. The boy as is reading ; say, who is reading.

64. The pond is froze ; say, frozen.

65. He has took my slate ; say, taken.

66. I knew it was her who called me ; say, she.

67. It was not him, it was me ; say, he and I.

68. I have rode many miles to-day ; say, ridden.

69. You cannot catch him; pronounce catch so as to

rhyme with match, and not ketch.

70. Who has got my slate ? leave out got.
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71. "What are you doing of? leave out of

72. If I was rich I would buy a carriage ; say, If 1

were.

73. "We have all within us an impetus to sin
; pro-

nounce im'petus with the accent on im, and not on pe, as

is very often the case.

74. He may go to the antipodes for what I care;

pronounce antip'odes with the accent on tip, and let des

rhyme with ease. It is a word of four syllables, and

not of three, as many persons make it.

75. Vouchsafe, a word seldom used ; but, when used,

the first syllable should rhyme with pouch. Never say,

vousafe.

76. Ginger is a good stomachic ; pronounce stomach'

-

ic with the accent on mach, sounding this syllable

mah, and not mat, as is often the case.

77. The land in those parts is very fertile ; pronounce

fertile so that the last syllable will rhyme with pill,

lie final, when unaccented, must be pronounced like ill,

except in exile, senile, gentile, reconcile, and camomile,

in which He rhymes with mile.

78. It is surprising the fatigue he undergoes; say,

Tlie fatigue he undergoes is surprising.

79. Benefited ; often spelled benefitted, but incorrectly.

80. Gather up the fragments ; pronounce gather so as

to rhyme with lather, and not gether.
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81. I propose going to town next week ; say, purpose.

These two words, though very different in meaning, are

often used one for the other. To propose means to

make an offer ; to purpose means to intend.

82. If I am not mistaken, you are in the wrong ; say,

If I mistake not.

83. Direct your letters to me at Mr. Jones's ; say,

Address your letters.

84. Wales is a very mountainious country; say,

moun'tainous, and place the accent on moun.

85. Of two evils, choose the least ; say, the less.

86. Exaggerate ; pronounce, exaggerate, and do not

sound agger, as in the word dagger, which is a very

common mistake.

87. He knows little or nothing of Latin ; say, little,

if any thing, of Latin.

88. He keeps a chaise ; pronounce it shaze, and not

shay. It has a regular plural, chaises.

89. The drought lasted a long time; pronounce

drought so as to rhyme with trout, and not drowth.

90. The judge said there was no precedent to guide

him in deciding this case. In pronouncing this word,—
meaning a rule or an example,— always place the accent

on the first syllable, viz., prec'e-dent. But pronounce

precedence— meaning the state of going or being before

in rank, &c.— with the accent on the second syllable,

viz., pre-ce'dence.
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91. We conversed together on the subject ; leave out

together, as it is implied in conversed, con being equiv-

alent to with ; that is to say, We talked with each oth-

er, &c.

92. The affair was compromised ; pronounce compro-

mised in three syllables, and place the accent on com,

sounding mised like prized. The word has nothing to

do with promised. The noun compromise is accented

like compromised, and must be pronounced kom'pro-

mize, never kom-prom'is, as one often hears the ignorant

pronounce this word.

93. A steam engine ; pronounce engine with en as in

pen, and not like in, and gine like gin.

94. Numbers were massacred ; pronounce massacred

with the accent on mas, and red like erd, as if spelled

mas'sakerd. Never pronounce it mas'sacreed.

95. The king of Israel and the king of Judah sat

either of them on his throne ; say, each of them. Either

signifies the one or the other, but not both. Each relates

to two or more objects, and signifies both of the two, or

every one ofany number taken singly. Never say, " either

of the three," but " each, or any one of the three."

96. A respite was granted the convict; pronounce

res'pite with the accent on res, and sound pite as pit.

97. He soon returned back; leave out back, which is

implied by re in returned.
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98. The horizon is the line that terminates the view

;

pronounce hori'zon with the accent on ri, and not on hor,

99. She has sang remarkably well ; say, sung.

100. He had sank before assistance arrived ; say, sunk.

101. " The elm is a beautiful tree." In pronouncing

elm, never insert a distinct vowel sound before m, as

ellum ; a vulgar pronunciation by no means uncommon.

Observe this rule in pronouncing spasm, prism, schism,

helm, magnetism, mysticism, and other words ending in

ism. Never say spaswm, priswm, schiswm, helwm, &c.

102. I found my friend better than I expected to have

found him; say, to find him.

103. I intended to have written a letter yesterday

;

say, to write, as however long it now is since I thought

of writing, u to write " was then present to me, and must

still be considered as present when I bring back that

time and the thoughts of it.

104. His death shall he long regretted ; say, will be

long, &c. Shall and will are often confounded ; the fol-

lowing rule, however, may be of use to the reader.

Mere futurity is expressed by shall in the first person,

and by will in the second and third; the determination

of the speaker by will in the first, and shall in the sec

ond and third; as, I will go to-morrow, I shall go

to-morrow. N. B. The latter sentence simply expresses

a future event ; the former expresses my determination.
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105. " Without the grammatical form of a word can be

recognized at a glance, little progress can be made in

reading the language;" say, Unless the grammatical,

&c. The use of without for unless is a very common

mistake.

106. Have you begun substraction yet? say, sub-

traction.

107. He claimed admission to the chiefest offices ; say,

chief. Chief, right, supreme, correct, true, universal,

perfect, consummate, extreme, &c, imply the superlative

degree without est or most. In language sublime or

impassioned, however, the word perfect requires the

superlative form to give it effect.

108. The ship had sprang a leak; say, sprung.

109. I had rather do it now ; say, I would rather.

110. He was served with a subpoena; pronounce sub-

poz'na with the accent on pee, which you should sound like

tea, and sound the b distinctly. Never pronounce the

word soopee'na.

111. I have not travelled this twenty years ; say, these

twenty years.

112. He is very much the gentleman; say, He is a

very gentlemanly man.

113. The yellow part of an egg is very nourishing

;

never pronounce yellow like tallow, which we so often

hear.
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114. "We are going to the zoological gardens; pro-

nounce zoological in Jive syllables, thus, zo-o-log' i-cal,

placing the accent on log, the third syllable, and sounding

it like lodge. Never make the first four letters of this

word, zool, one syllable.

115. He always preaches extempore ; pronounce ex-

tem'po-re in four syllables, with the accent on the sec-

ond, and never in three, making pore to rhyme with

sore.

116. Naught (nothing) and aught (anything) ; never

spell these words nought and ought. There is no such

word as nought, and ought is a verb.

117. Allow me to suggest; pronounce sug so as to

rhyme with mug, and gest like jest. Never sudjest.

118. The Emperor of Russia is a formidable person-

age; pronounce formidable with the accent on for, and

not on mid, as is often the case.

119. Before the words heir, herb, honest, honor, hos-

tler, hour, and their compounds, instead of the article

a, we make use of an, as the h is not sounded ; like-

wise before all words beginning with h that are not

accented on the first syllable, such as heroic, historical,

hypothesis, &c. ; as, an heroic action, an historical work,

an hypothesis that can scarcely be allowed.*

* The letter h is seldom mute at the beginning of a word ; but

from the negligence of tutors and the inattention of pupils, many
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120. He was such an extravagant young man that lie

soon spent his whole patrimony ; say, so extravagant a

young man.

121. I saw the slough of a snake; pronounce slough

so as to rhyme with stuff.

122. She is quite the lady; say, She is very lady-like

in her demeanor.

123. He is seldom or ever out of town;, say, seldom,

if ever, out of town.

124. Death unloosedhis chains ; say, loosedhis chains.

125. It is dangerous to walk of a slippery morning;

say, on a slippery morning.

126. He who makes himself famous by his eloquence

illustrates his origin, let it be never so mean ; say, ever

so mean.

127. His fame is acknowledged through Europe ; say,

throughout Europe.

128. The bank of the river is frequently overflown;

say, overflowed.

129. Previous to my leaving England I called on his

lordship ; say, previously to my leaving, &c.

130. I doubt if this will ever reach you ; say, whether

this, &c.

persons hare become almost incapable of acquiring its just and full

pronunciation. It is, therefore, incumbent on teachers to be par-

ticularly careful to inculcate a clear and distinct utterance of this

sound,
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131. He was exceeding hind to me ; say, exceedingly

hind.

132. I lost near twenty dollars ; say, nearly.

133. He lives in the district ; avoid pronouncing this

word as if it were spelled deestrict.

134. It was no use ashing him any more questions ;

say, of no use to ash him, &c.

135. The people said they had no right to pay taxes

;

say, they were under no obligation to pay, &c.

136. I throwed my box away, and never tooh no more

snuff; say, I threw, &c., and never tooh any more snuff.

137. She was endowed with an exquisite taste for

music ; say, endued with, &c.

138. I intend to stop at home ; say, to stay.

139. At this time I grew my own corn ; say, I raised,

&c. This word and its derivatives seem to be gaining

ground in this country. Good writers speak of the cot-

ton growing regions, the wheat growing States, and also

of wool growers.

140. He was no sooner departed than they expelled

his officers ; say, he had no sooner, &c.

141. He was now retired from public business ; say,

had now retired, &c.

142. They were embarked in a common cause ; say,

had embarked, &c.

143. Hostilities were now become habitual; say, had

now become.
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144. Brutus and Aruns killed one another ; say, each

other.

145. Pray, sir, who may you he ? say, who are you?

146. Their character as a warlike people is much

degenerated ; say, has much, &c.

147. He is gone on an errand; pronounce errand as

it is written, and not arrant.

148. The farmer owned jive pair of oxen; s&y,fve

pairs, &c, for it is a general rule that whenever the

adjective is necessarily plural, the noun should be made

so too ; as, a thousand pounds, not a thousand pound.

Hence we say two pairs of gloves, three pairs of shoes,

&c, but never say, two pair, &c*

149. Be very careful in distinguishing between indite

and indict; hey and quay ; principle and principal;

check and cheque; marshal and martial; counsel and

council; counsellor and councillor ; fort andforte ; draft

and draught ; place and plaice ; stake and steak ; satire

and satyr ; stationery and stationary ; ton and tun ; levy

and levee ; foment and ferment ; fomentation and fer-

mentation ; petition and partition ; practice and prac-

tise ; Francis and Frances ; dose and doze ; diverse and

* There are several idiomatic expressions in the English language,

which form exceptions to the foregoing rule. Good usage has sanc-

tioned such expressions as " a two foot rule ;
" "a ten foot pole; "

"a. three mile course;" " a five dollar bill;" "a hundred head of

cattle."
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divers ; device and devise ; wary and weary ; salary and

celery; radish and reddish; treble and triple; broach

and brooch ; ingenious and ingenuous ; prophesy and

prophecy ; fondling and foundling ; lightning and light-

ening ; genus and genius ; desert and dessert ; currier

and courier ; pillow and pillar ; executer and executor ;

suit and ««7e ; ridicule and reticule ; lineament and Zm-

iment; track and tract; lickerish and licorice; statute

and sta^e ; ordinance and ordnance ; lease and ZeasA

;

recourse and resource ; straight and ofrati ; immerge and

emerge; style and sft'fe; compliment and complement;

bass and £ase ; contagious and contiguous ; eminent and

imminent ; emigration and immigration ; emigrants and

immigrants ; eruption and irruption ; precedent and

president ; relic and refo'c£.

150. I prefer radishes to cucumbers ; pronounce rac?-

wAes exactly as it is spelt, and not redishes, and the m

in the first syllable of cucumber as in /we7, and not as if

the word were cowcumber.

151. Never pronounce barbarous and grievous, bar-

barious and grievious,

152. A young man asked his father this question:

" Which of the candidates for governor, do you think, is

the best?" The father answered, "I should think that

Mr. A. was the best as a councillor in public affairs,

and that Mr. B. was the best for executive business
;

"
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say, I think Mr. A. is, &c, thus avoiding the very com-

mon blunder of using a past tense where the present is

required.

153. The soil on these islands is so very thin, that

little vegetation is produced upon them beside cocoanut

trees ; say, except, or with the exception of, &c.

154. He restored it bach to the owner; leave out

bach

155. Here, there, where, are generally better than

hither, thither, whither, with verbs of motion ; as, Come

here, Go there. N. B. Hither, thither, and whither,

which were formerly used, are now considered stiff and

inelegant.

156. As far as I am able to judge, the book is well

written ; say, So far as, &c.

157. It is doubtful whether he will play fairly or no;

say, fairly or not.

158. " The Pilgrim's Progress ; " pronounce prog'ress

with the accent on the first syllable, giving the short

sound of o, not the long sound, as pro'gress.

159. He is a boy of great spirit; pronounce spirit

exactly as it is written, and never sperit.

160. The camelopard is the tallest of known animals

;

pronounce camel'opard with the accent on the second

syllable. Never call it camel leopard, as is often

heard.
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161. This store to let ; say, to be let.

162. He ran again me; I stood again the wall; in-

stead of again in these cases, say, against. Do it again

the time I mentioned ; say, by the time, &c.

163. I always act agreeable to my promise; say,

agreeably.

164. The study of syntax should be previously to that

of punctuation ; say, previous.

165. No one should incur censure for being tender of

their reputation ; say, of his reputation.

166. They were all drownded ; say, drowned.

167. Jalap is of great service; pronounce jalap ex-

actly as it is written, never jollop nor jollup.

1 68. He is gone on a tour ; pronounce tour so as to

rhyme with poor, never like tower.

169. The rain is ceased ; say, has ceased.

170. They laid or put their heads together, and

formed their plan ; say, They held a consultation, &c.

Laid or put their heads together savors of slang.

171. The chimley or chimbly wants sweeping; say,

chimney.

172. I was walking towards home ; pronounce towards

so as to rhyme with boards. Never say to-wards.

173. It is a stupenduous work ; say, stupendous.

174. A courier is expected; pronounce cou in courier

so as to rhyme with too. Never pronounce courier like

currier.
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175. Let each of us mind their own business ; say,

his own business.

176. Is this or that the best road? say, the better

road.

177. Rinse your mouth; pronounce rinse as it is

written, and never, rense. " Wrench your mouth" said a

fashionable dentist one day to a patient.

178. The book is not as well printed as it ought to

be ; say, so well printed, &c.

179. Webster's Dictionary is an admirable work

;

pronounce dictionary as if written dik-shun-a-ry ; not, as

is too commonly the practice, dixonary.

180. Some disaster has certainly befell him ; say, be-

fallen.

181. She is a pretty creature ; never pronounce pretty

prat-te, nor pir-te, nor put-te, but pronounce it as if

spelled prit-te. Do not pronounce creature creeter, as

is often heard.

182. We went to see the Monument; pronounce mon-

ument exactly as it is written, and not, as many pronounce

it, monimenL

183. I am very wet, and must go and change myself;

say, change my clothes.

184. He has had a good education; never say edi-

cation, which is often heard, nor edicate for educate.

185. Pie is much better than me ; say, than I.
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186. You are stronger than him ; say, than he.

187. I had as lief stand; say, I would as soon stand.

188. He is not a whit better; say, in no degree

better.

189. They are at loggerheads ; say, at variance.

190. His character is undeniable— a very common

expression ; say, unexceptionable.

191. Bring me the lantern; never spell lantern, lan-

thorn.

192. The room is twelve foot long, and nine foot

broad; say, twelve feet, nine feet.

193. He is singular, though regular in his habits, and

also very particular ; beware of leaving out the u in

singular, regular, and particular, which is a very com-

mon practice.

194. They are detained at France ; say, in France.

195. He lives at London; say, in London, and be-

ware of pronouncing London, as many careless persons

do, Lunnun. At should be applied to small towns,

houses, home, &c.

196. He left his books to home ; say, at home. This

is a very common, but a very bad blunder.

197. Such another mistake, and we shall be ruined;

say, Another such mistake, &c.

198. It is some distance from our house ; say, at some

distance, &c.

9
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199. I shall call upon him; say, on him.

200. He is a Doctor of Medicine ; pronounce medi-

cine in three syllables, never in two.

201. They told me to enter in ; leave out in, as it is

implied in enter.

202. His strength is amazing ; never say, strenth.

203. " Mistaken souls, who dream of heaven,"— this

is the beginning of a popular hymn ; it should be, " Mis-

taking souls," &c. Mistaken wretch, for mistaking

wretch, is an apostrophe that occurs every where among

our poets, particularly those of the stage; the most

incorrigible of all, and the most likely to fix and dissem-

inate an error of this kind.

204. Give me both of those books ; leave out of.

205. Whenever I try to write well, I always find I

can do it ; leave out always, which is unnecessary.

206. He plunged down into the stream ; leave out

down.

207. She is the matron ; say, may-tron, and not

mat-ron.

208. Give me leave to tell you ; never say leaf for

leave.

209. The height is considerable ; pronounce height so

as to rhyme with tight ; never hate nor heighth.

210. Who has my scissors? never call scissors

sithers.
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211. First of all I shall give you a lesson in French,

and last of all in music ; pronounce first just as it is

spelled ; never say fust. Leave out of all in both in-

stances, as unnecessary.

212. I shall have finished by the latter end of the

week ; leave out latter, which is unnecessary.

213. They sought him throughout the whole country j

leave out whole, which is implied in throughout.

214. Iron sinks down in water ; leave out down.

215. I own that I did not come soon enough; but

because why ? I was detained ; leave out because.

216. Have you seen the new pantomime ? never say

pantomine, as there is no such word.

217. I cannot by 710 means allow it; say, I can by no

means, &c, or, I cannot by any means, &c.

218. He covered it over ; leave out over.

219. I bought a newpair of shoes ; say, apair ofnew

shoes.

220. He combined together these facts ; leave out

together.

221. My brother called on me, and we both took a

walk ; leave out both, which is unnecessary.

222. The duke discharged his duty; sound the u in

duke and duty like the word you, and carefully avoid

saying, dook and dooty, and doo for dew.

223. Genealogy, geography, and geometry are words
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of Greek derivation; beware of saying, geneohgy, jog~

raphy, sandjometry— a very common practice.

224. He made out the inventory ; place the accent in

inventory on the first syllable, in, and never on ven.

225. He deserves chastisement; say, chas'tiz-ment,

with the accent on chas, and never on tise.

226. He threw the rind away; never say rine.

227. They contributed to his maintenance ; pronounce

maintenance with the accent on main', and never say

maintain'ance.

228. She wears a silk gown ; never say, gownd.

229. Barnstable, in Massachusetts, is a maritime

county
;
pronounce the last syllable of maritime so as to

rhyme with rim.

230. He hovered about the enemy; pronounce hov-

ered so as to rhyme with covered.

231. He is a powerful ally; never place the accent

on the first syllable in ally', as many do.

232. " Englishmen, Frenchmen, and Mussulmen were

opposing the Russians in the Crimea ;

" Mussulmen is

here incorrectly used as the plural of Mussulman. We
say Dutchmen, Irishmen, &c, because Dutchman and

Irishman are respectively compounded of Dutch and

man, Irish and man. But we cannot say Mussulmen,

Germen, and Ottomen, because we have no such words

in English as mussul, ger, and otto, which can be com-
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pounded with man. Therefore good writers and speak-

ers say Mussulmans, Germans, Ottomans.

233. He reads the " Weekly Despatch ;
" never spell

the word despatch, dispatch.

234. He said as how you was to do it; say, he said

thai you were to do it.

235. Never say, "I acquiesce ivith you;" but, "I ac-

quiesce in your proposal, in your opinion," &c.

236. Mr. Everett's discourse at the celebration of

Washington's birthday displayed his peculiar charac-

teristics, both as a writer and as an orator ; pronounce

char-ac-ter-is'tics, with the accent on the fourth syllable,

and not on the second, as many do. In pronouncing

char'ac-ter, place the accent on ike first syllable, instead

of the second, and thus avoid the Hibernian style of

speaking English.

237. In Goldsmith's " History of England " we find

the following extraordinary sentence in one of the chap-

ters on the reign of Queen Elzabeth :
" This " (a

communication to Mary, Queen of Scots) " they effected

by conveying their letters to her by means of a brewer

that supplied the family with ale through a chink in the

wall of her apartment." A queer brewer that— to

supply his ale through a chink in the wall ! How easy

the alteration to make the passage clear !
" This they

effected by conveying their letters to her through a
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chink in the wall of her apartment, by means of a brewer

that supplied the family with ale."

238. Lavater wrote on Physiognomy; in the last

word sound the g distinctly, as g is always pronounced

before n when it is not in the same syllable ; as, indig-

nity, &c.

239. She is a very clever girl; pronounce girl as if

written gerl; never say gal, which is very vulgar.

240. He built a large granary ; pronounce granary so

as to rhyme with tannery; never call the word grainary.

241. The man said he was not sick, but took medicine

as a preventative ; say, preventive, as there is no such

word as preven-ta-tive in the language; and using it

betrays gross ignorance.

242. He was first settled in Gloucester, and then in

Worcester, and afterwards in Leicester. It is in bad

taste to pronounce any one of these names of towns in

three syllables. Well-educated persons pronounce them

in two syllables, as if spelled Glos-ter, Wbrs-ter, and

Les-ter.

243. He did it unbeknown to us ; say, unknown, &c.

244. If I say " They retreated back," I use a word

that is superfluous, as back is implied in the syllable re

in retreated. Never place the accent on flu in super-

fluous, but always on per.

245. In reading Paley's " Evidences of Christianity/'
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I unexpectedly lit on the passage I wanted ; say, met

with the passage, &c.

246. He has ordered & phaeton from his coachmaker;

beware of saying pheton or phaton. The word should

always be pronounced in three syllables, with the accent

on pha. N. B. In pha-e-ton the a and e do not form a

diphthong, as many suppose ; the word is of Greek origin.

247. Be careful to use the hyphen (-) correctly, to

join compound words, and words broken by the ending

of the line. The use of the hyphen will appear more

clearly from the following example : " many colored

wings" means many wings, which are colored; but

" many-colored wings " means wings of many colors.

248. He had to wait in an antechamber; carefully

avoid spelling the last word antichamber. N. B. An

antechamber is the chamber that leads to the chief apart-

ment. Ante is a Latin preposition, and means before ;

as, to antedate ; that is, " to date beforehand." Anti is a

Greek preposition, and means against, or opposed to, as

emft'-slavery, that is, " against or opposed to the insti-

tution of slavery."

249. The axe was very sharp ; never spell axe with-

out the e.

250. The force of voice which is placed on any par-

ticular word or words, to distinguish the sense, is called

emphasis, and those words are called emphatic words

;
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.

as, " Grammar is a useful science." In this sentence

the word useful is emphatic. The great importance of

emphasis may be seen by the following examples :
—

1. Will you call on me to-morrow ?

Yes, I shall [caW],

2. Will you call on me to-morrow ?

No, but I shall call on your brother.

3. Will you call on me to-morrow ?

No, but I shall on the following day.

4. Will you call on me to-morrow ?

No, but my brother will.

251. Never say o -fences for offences ; pi-son for

poi-son ; co-lection for col-lection ; voi-olent for vi-o-lent

;

kiv-er for cov-er ; a-feard for a-fraid ; deb-buty for

dep-uty.

252. He is a mere cipher; never spell cipher with

a y.

253. I was necessitated' to do it; a vile expression,

and often made worse by necessiated being used. Say,

I was obliged, or compelled, to do it.

254. Doddridge's " Rise and Progress " is an excellent

book
;
pronounce rise, the -noun, so as to rhyme with

price ; rise, the verb, rhymes with prize.

255. Have you been to the National Gallery ? never

pronounce national as if it were written nay-shun-al, a

very common error, and by no means confined to uned-

ucated persons.
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256. I bought a new umbrella ; beware of pronouncing

this word umberella, umbereller, or umber il, all very com-

mon errors.

257. He is a supporter of the government ; beware of

omitting the n in the second syllable of gov-em-ment, a

very common practice.

258. He strenuously maintained the contrary ; never

place the accent on the second syllable in contrary. In

the ancient and time-honored ditty, however, of

" Mistress Mary,

Quite contrary,

How does your garden grow ?
"—

a ballad with which we are all more or less familiar, the

word " contrary " is accented on the second syllable, so

as to rhyme with the name of that venerable dame to

whom these memorable lines were addressed.

259. " Received this day of Mr. Brown, ten pounds ;

"

say, " Received this d&yfrom" &c.

260. " In what case is the word dominus ? " " In the

nominative, sir." In the hurry of school pronunciation

nom-i-na-tive, a word of four syllables, is nearly always

heard in three syllables, as if written nom-na-tive, or

nom-a-tive, sua. error that should be very carefully

avoided.

261. Of whatever you get, endeavor to save some-
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thing ; and, with all your getting, get wisdom. Carefully

avoid saying git for get, and gitting for getting.

262. So intent was he on the song he was singing, as

he stood by the fire, that he did not perceive that his

clothes were singeing.*

263. The boy had a swingeing for swinging without

permission. Head the note at the bottom of this page.

264. The man who was dyeing said that his father

was then dying. Read the note to No. 262, in reference

to dyeing ; and observe that die changes the i into y

before the addition of the termination ing.

265. His surname is Clifford; never spell the sur, in

surname, sir, which shows an ignorance of its true der-

ivation.

266. " The Duke of Sutherland has got almost no rent

for his salmon fisheries for the last four years;" the

writer should have said, scarcely any rent. " Almost no

rent," is a downright Scotticism.

267. His mamma sent him to a preparatory school;

mamma is often written with one m only, which is not,

as may at first be supposed, in imitation of the French

maman, but in sheer ignorance. The word is pure

Greek.

* Verbs ending with a single e omit tbe e when the termination

ing is added ; as, give, giving. In singeing, however, the e must be

retained, to prevent its being confounded with singing.
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268. Active verbs often take a neuter sense ; as, The

house is building. Here is building is used in a neuter

signification, because it has no object after it. By this

rule are explained such sentences as, Application is

wanting, The grammar is printing, &c.

269. He attached me without the slightest provo-

cation ; say, attached.

270. I saw him somewheres in the city; say, some-

where. Nowheres, every wheres, and any wheres are also

very frequently heard.

271. He is still a bacheldor ; say, bachelor.

272. His language was quite blasphemous ; place the

accent on the first syllable. Beware of placing it on

phe, the second syllable in blas-phe'mous, a very common

mistake.

273. I fear I shall discommode you ; say, incommode.

274. I can do it equally as well as he; leave out

equally, winch is altogether superfluous.

275. We could not forbear from doing it; leave out

from, which is unnecessary.

276. They accused him for neglecting his duty; say,

of neglecting, &c.

277. He was made much on at Bath ; say, made

much of, &c.

278. He is a man on whom you can confide ; say, in

whom, &c, and on whom you can depend or rely.
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279. I'm thinking he will soon arrive ; say, Ithink, &c.

280. He was obliged to fly the country; say, flee the

country— a very common mistake.

281. The Capitol of the United States is the city of

Washington, in which the Capital and other public build-

ings have been erected. To correct the error in this,

transpose the two words, as Capital means the city or

town in which the legislative business of a state or nation

is transacted, and Capitol means the building in which

legislative bodies assemble for making laws.

282. His conduct admits of no apology ; leave out of,

which is quite unnecessary.

283. A gent has been here, inquiring for you— a

detestable, but very common expression ; say, A gentle-

man, &c.

284. That was all along of you ; say, That was all

your fault.

285. You have no call to be vexed with me ; say, no

occasion, &c.

286. I don't know nothing about it— a very common

cockneyism ; leave out don't.

287. I had rather not, should be, I would rather not.

288. I had better go, should be, It were better that I

should go.

289. A new pair of gloves should be, A pair of new

gloves.
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290. He is a very rising man, should be, He is rising

rapidly.

291. Apartments to let, should be, Apartments to

be let.

292. No less than ten persons, should be, No fewer

than ter. persons. Less must be applied to quantity ; as,

No less than ten pounds. Fewer must be applied to

things.

293. I never speak whenever I can help it, should be,

I never speak when I can help it.

294. Before I do that, I must first be paid ; say, Be-

fore I do that, I must be paid.

295. To get over an illness, should be, To survive, or

recoverfrom, an illness.

296. To get over a fact, should be, To deny or re-

fute it.

297. I hate the study of mathematics ; say, dislike,

&c. He hates to be late at school ; say, he is unwilling

to be late, &c. It is in bad taste to use this word hate

to express a mere dislike. To speak of hating this or

that article of food, or of hating cold or hot weather, in-

dicates a want of cultivation.

298. The then Duke of Bedford, should be, The Duke

of Bedford of that day, or, The sixth Duke of Bedford.

299. The then Mrs. Howard, should be, The Mrs.

Howard then living.
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300. A couple of pounds, should be, Two pounds.

Couple implies union, as, A married couple.

301. Mrs. Mary Smith was at the party ; say, Mrs.

John Smith, as his wife or widow should always be

designated by the Christian or given name of the

husband.

302. He is noways in fault, should be, He is nowise

in fault.

303. He is like to be, should be, He is likely to be.

304. All over the land, should be, Over all the land.

305. I am stout in comparison to you, should be, I am

stout in comparison with you.

306. At best, should be, At the best.

307. At worst, should be, At the worst.

308. The dinner was all eat up, should be, The dinner

was all eaten.

309. I eat heartily, should be, I ate heartily.

310. As I take it, should be, As I see it, or under-

stand it.

311. I shall fall down, should be, I shall fall.

312. It fell on the floor, should be, it fell to the floor.

313. He again repeated it, should be, He repeated it

again, if the third or fourth time is referred to.

314. His conduct was approved of by all, should be,

His conduct was approved by all.

315. He was killed by a cannon ball, should be, He
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was killed with a cannon ball. The gun was fired by a

man.

316. Six weeks bach, should be, Six weeks ago or

since.

317. He came to see me every now and then, should

be, He came often, frequently, or occasionally.

318. Who finds him in money, should be, Who finds

him money.

319. The first of all, should be, The first.

320. The last of all, should be, The last.

321. Be that as it will, should be, Be that as it may.

322. My every hope, should be, All my hopes.

323. Since when, should be, Since which time.

324. He put it in his pocket, should be, He put it into

his pocket.

325. Since then, should be, Since that time.

326. The latter end, should be, The end.

327. I saw it in here, should be, I saw it here.

328. That aint just, should be, That is not just.

329. The hen is setting, should be, The hen is sitting.

330. The wind sets, should be, The wind sits.

331. To lift up, should be, To lift.

332. I said so over again, should be, I said so again,

or repeated it.

333. From here to there, should be, From this place

to that.
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334. Nobody else but him, should be, Nobody but him.

335. The balloon ascended up, should be, The balloon

ascended.

336. Tliis two days, should be, These two days.

337. Do you mean to come ? should be, Do you intend

to come ?

338. Each of them are, should be, Each of them is.

Each means one and the other of two.

339. Either of the three, should be, Any one of the

three. Either means one or the other of two.

340. Neither one or the other, should be, Neither one

nor the other. Neither (not either) means not the one

nor the other of two.

341. Better nor that, should be, Better than that.

342. Bad grammar, should be, Bad or ungrammatical

English.

343. As soon as ever, should be, As soon as.

344. You will some day be sorry, should be, You will

one day be sorry.

345. From now, should be, From this time.

346. Therefore I thought it proper to write you,

should be, Therefore I think it proper to write to you.

347. There's thirty, should be, There are thirty.

348. The subject matter, should be, The subject.

349. A summers morning, should be, A summer

morning.
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350. My clothes have got too small, or too short, for

me, should be, I have become too large or too tall for

my clothes.

351. A most perfect poem, should be, A -perfect poem.

Perfect, supreme, complete, brief, full, empty, true, false,

do not admit of comparison.

352. Avoid using unmeaning or vulgar phrases in

speaking ; as, You don't say so ! Don't you know ?

Don't you see ? You know ; You see ; So, you see, &c.

353. Is Mr. Smith in ? should be, Is Mr. Smith

ivithin ?

354. The other one, should be, The other.

355. Another one, should be, Another.

356. I left this morning. Name the place left.

357. Over head and ears, should be, Over head.

358. I may perhaps, or probably, should be, I may.

359. Whether he will or no, should be, Whether he

will or not.

360. Says I, says she, or says he, should be, Said I,

or I said, &c.

361. He spoke contemptibly of him, should be, He

spoke contemptuously of him.

362. Was you ? should be, Were you?

363. I am oftzner well than ill, should be, I am more

frequently well than ill.

364. For good and all, should be, For ever.

10
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365. It is above a month since, should be, It is more

than a month since.

36Q. He is a superior man, should be, He is superior

to most men.

367. He need not do it, should be, He needs not do it.

368. Go over the bridge, should be, Go across the

bridge.

369. I was some distance from home, should be, I was

at some distance from home.

370. He belongs to the Mechanics' Institution, should

be, He is a member of the Mechanics' Institution.

371. For such another book, should be, For another

such book.

372. They mutually loved each other, should be, They

loved each other.

373. I aint, should be, I am not.

374. I am up to you, should be, I understand you.

375. Bread has rose, should be, Bread has risen.

376. He was in eminent danger, should be, He was in

imminent danger.

377. Take hold on, should be, Take hold of.

378. Vegetables were plenty, should be, Vegetables

were plentiful.

379. Avoid all slang and vulgar words and phrases,

as, Any how, Bating, Bran new, To blow up, Bother,

Cut, Currying favor, Fork out, Half an eye, I am up
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to you, Kick up, Leastwise, JSfowheres, Pell-mell, Scrape,

The scratch, Bum, Topsy-turvy, Walk into, Whatso-

ever.

"Be thou familiar, but by no means vulgar."—
Shakespeare.

•
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A and An, rules for using, 93, 114, 121.

Accent, explained, 110.

Adjectives, incorrect use of, 14, 85—87.

Adverbs, incorrect use of, 85—87.

Advertisement, pronunciation of, 110.

Ain't, for is not, and are not, 14.

Ante and Anti, explanation of, 135.

Antipodes, accent of, 116.

Arcanum, plural of, 64.

As, incorrectly used for so, 128.

Ashes, used in the plural only, 64.

At, correct use of, 129.

Automaton, plural of, 64.

' B.

Began, improperly used for begun, 81.

Beloved, how pronounced when used

as an adjective, 113.

Better and Best, often incorrectly used,

110.

But, sometimes improperly used for

than, if, and that, 92, 93.

Can't, for cannot, 14.

Capital and Capitol, difference ex-

plained, 140.

Case, explained, 65—68.

Chapped and Chopped, difference ex-

plained, 95.

Character and Characteristics, how ac-

cented, 133.

Charity in speech, 21, 22.

Christian name of the hushand ap-

plied to the wife, 142.

Compromised and Compromise, how
pronounced, 118.

Conversation, its importance and char-

acteristics, 10, 30—34.

Conversation, idle words, gossip, &c, 23.

Conversation, its influence on others,

24,57.

Conversation, religious in its charac-

ter, 16, 32, 54.

Conversation, should be respectful to

the opinions of others, 24, 57.

Conversation, with superiors, 48, 49.

Conversation, with inferiors, 50—52.

Couldn't, for could not, 14.

Corporeal and Corporal, difference ex-

plained, 109.

Criterion, 64.

D.

Depot and Station, the latter is the

better word, 64.

Detraction, in conversation, 18, 19.

Did you ever, <fcc, 16.

Didn't, for did not, 14.

Direct a letter, improperly used for

address, &c, 117.

Done, for did, 13, 81.

Don't, for do not, 14.

Don't ought, 82.

Drank, incorrectly used for drunk,

40—42.

Drawing old a person in conversation,

13, 81.

(149)
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E.

Each and Either, 118.

Each and Every, 73.

Effluvium, 64.

Elder and Older, proper use of, 112.

Emphasis, explained, 135.

Encomium, 64.

Enjoys bad liealth, corrected, 109.

Equally as well, 87.

Erratum, 64.

Erroneous pronunciations, corrected,

94—102.

Evil, pronounced correctly, 98.

Evil speaking, &c, 18, 19.

Expect, improper use of, 82.

Extravagant expressions, &c, 14, 105.

Faults in conversation, 35, 36.

Faults of pronunciation, 11, 12, 94

—

102, 110—146.

Feelings of others to be regarded in

conversation, 35.

Fewer and Less, proper use of, 141.

First two and Two first, 110.

For, sometimes used improperly, 90.

Foreign words and phrases to be avoid-

ed, 63, 64.

G.

Gether, often used for gather, 116.

Good conversers never dictatorial, 37,

38.

Gossip, scandal, &c, to be guarded

against, 18, 19.

Grow corn, &c, often used for raise,

&c, 123.

Gymnasium, 64.

H.

H, how sounded in pronouncing cer-

tain words, 97, 121.

Hadiit ought, 82.

Handkerchief, how the plural is pro-

nounced, 94.

Hain't, for has not, 13, 14.

Happiness of others promoted by good

conversation, 12, 13, 52—57.

Hasn't, for has not, 14.

Hate, improperly used for dislike, Ac,
141.

Have, used incorrectly, 84.

Haven't, for have not, 14.

Hence, correct use of, 87.

Tm sure, use of, in bad taste, 16.

I declare, use of, in bad taste, 16.

Idle words, 18.

I never, use of, in bad taste, 16.

If, often omitted, 93.

Incorrect pronunciations, 94—102.

Influence of good conversation, 24, 55.

Interested and Interesting, how ac-

cented, 112.

Ism, mispronunciation of this sylla-

ble, 119.

Isn't, for is not, 16.

K.

Kind words in conversation, 21, 22.

Kind treatment of the opinions of

others, 37.

L.

Lay and Lie, correct use of, 74—76.

Learned, how pronounced, 109.

Learn and Teach, correct use of, 110.

Leisure, how pronounced, 111.

Less and Fewer, erroneous use of, cor-

rected, 141.

Lie and Lay, common errors in use of,

74—76.

Loads and Lots, use of such words,

103, 104.

M.

Medium, its plural, 64.

Memorandum, its plural, 64.

Mischievous, how pronounced, 112.

Mispronunciations of many words, 95

—97.

Mistake and Mistaken, use of, 117, 130.

Momentum, 64.

Monotonous conversation, 45.

Mussulmen or Mussulmans, 132.
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N.

Naught and Aught, use of, 121.

Neit/ier— or, use of, corrected, 113.

No— or, use of, corrected, 113.

Nominative case, explained, 65—68.

Nor and or, correct use of, 91, 92.

Notable, difference in meaning and

pronunciation of the two words

spelled alike, 109.

Objective case, explained, 65—68.

Off— Of, correct use of these words.

90.

Often, mispronunciation common, 98.

Older and Elder, proper use of, 112.

Omission of certain letters in pronoun-

cing various words, 95—97.

On and Of, the proper use of, 90.

On— to, use of, corrected, 89.

Or and Nor, rule for using, 91.

Ought and Nought, correct orthogra-

phy of, 121.

P.

Patience, sometimes erroneously used

as a plural, 64.

Past tense, used for the present, 83,

119, 125.

Pet words and p7irases, use of, con-

demned, 14, 105.

Phenomenon, plural of, 64.

Plural of Handkerchief, Scarf, Dwarf,

Ac, 94.

Precedent and Precedence, how accent-

ed, 117.

Preventative, often used for preventive,

134.

Pronunciation, importance of, 11, 12,

94—102.

Progress, correct pronunciation of, 126.

Pronouns, often used in the wrong
case, 69—71.

Propose and Purpose, meaning of each

given, 117.

Putting questions, in conversation, 42.

Q.

Quantity, meaning and use of, 104.

Questions, putting of, in conversation,

42.

R.

Raise and Groio corn, &c, use of, ex-

plained, 123.

Raise and Rise, proper use of, 78.

Recess, how accented, 112.

Regard for the feelings of others in

conversation, 35.

Relative pronouns, improper use of,

71, 72.

Religion, a controlling element in con-

versation, 25, 26, 54—56.

Root, correct pronunciation of, 98.

s.

Sewed, correct pronunciation of, 110.

Scandal, &c, referred to, 18, 19.

Scarf, plural of, 94.

Shall and Will, proper use of, 119.

Shew, improperly used for show, 13.

Shouldn't, for sliould not, 14.

Slander, condemned, 18, 19.

So as that, an incorrect phrase, 93.

Spoonfuls, the correct orthography,

63.

Station, for depot, 64.

Subjunctive mood, often incorrectly

used for the indicative, 79.

Suit for suite, 64.

Teach and Learn, difference explained,

110.

Tenses, often used incorrectly, 83, 119,

125.

That's a fact, use of, in bad taste, 16.

The house is building, the phrase dis-

cussed, 139.

The Misses Brown, or The Miss Browns,

111.

Thence, proper use of, 87.

These kind of things, 73, 115.
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Those sort of things, 74.

Too, correct pronunciation of, 94..

Topics, of conversation, &c, 45, 47.

Two first and First two, 110.

Two pair, corrected, 124.

u.

Use of lay for lie, corrected, 74—76.

Use of set for sit, corrected, 78.

Use of who for lohom, corrected, 71.

Use of (so called) harmless oaths, 16.

Use of foreign words and phrases, 63.

V.

Variety of topics in conversation, 45.

Vulgarisms, to be avoided, 13, 145, 146.

w.
TFeZZ, incorrect use of, 16.

Went, often incorrectly used for gone,

80.

Wh, frequently mispronounced, 97.

Whence, proper use of, 87.

Whether, correct use of, 88.

Who and Whom, often improperly

used, 71, 91.

Won't, for will not, 14.

Wouldn't, for vjould not, 14.

Y.

You Tcnow, a superfluous phrase, often

used in conversation, 16.
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tion, but. a very timely one. There is a tendency, even with people who know

better, to use phrases wbich are far from correct, at first by way of fun, but

gradually they come to be incorporated into general use. Dr. Peabody's Ad

dress is very beautiful and sensible, and treats of the principle and sentiment

of conversation from a high point of view. It is a very valuable compilation,

and should have a wide circulation."— Boston Daily Advertiser.

" This little volume is dedicated to American teachers, but it has words of

wisdom worthy the attention of all classes in the community."— Boston Even-

ing Transcript.
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: " We 'welcome this volume as a timely and valuable auxiliary in the cause

of polite learning— a branch of the education of the present day which does

not receive sufficient attention from our authors and teachers of grammar and

rhetoric. It is not, however, a book for teachers alone, but one that is hap-

pily adapted to general use. It should be read and consulted by all persons

who desire to speak the English language with that elegance which adorns

the conversation of ladies and gentlemen of genuine cultivation, of taste, and

true refinement of mind."— Christian Examiner.

" In this -work, which is dedicated to American teachers, the editor very

judiciously combines the principles < which should govern conversation among

persons of true refinement,' and points out the besetting vulgarisms of ordi-

nary colloquial intercourse. Many of his suggestions will be found useful and

interesting to those who believe it essential to every man and woman, with

any pretensions to intelligence and cultivation, to speak the English language

with grace and propriety."— Cincinnati Columbian.

" The greatest faults in our conversational habits do indeed require a more

deep and vital cure than is to be found in simple external omissions or im-

provements ; and these are admirably treated by the compiler in the address

delivered by him before the Newburyport Female High School, which intro-

duces this little volume. We cannot too earnestly commend this Address to

the consideration of readers of all ages. The compilation is most judicious-

ly made, and should be widely circulated. We welcome this little volume as

indicating the gravest dangers which threaten sometimes to make conversa-

tion more of a hinderance than a help, and also as one which in a lively man-

ner will suggest to young people the absurd errors into which so many un»

consciously fall."— Salem Gazette.

" A pure and graceful style of conversation cannot be learned from books

;

but much may be done in the way of suggestion, which is well done in this

volume. It deserves to be studied."— Watchman and Reflector.

" Conversation : Its Faults and its Graces.— A little volume, but in-

structive and highly valuable."— Christian Register.
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" The design and execution of this work are alike felicitous. It is intended

to secure the legitimate end of conversation, by correcting what is amiss, and

elevating its general tone and character. It consists of several lectures and

brief treatises, partly American and partly English, which, taken together,

form as good a manual on the subject as could be desired."— Puritan

Recorder.

" One of the most useful books the season has produced. It should be in

every family."— Boston Mercantile Advertiser.

" This is a very useful little work, pointing out the true ends of conversa-

tion, and exposing a number of current improprieties in writing and speak-

ing."— Methodist Quarterly Review.

" This neat little work is made up of a lecture by Eev. A. P. Peabody, and

several English essays. Its aim is not only to direct us in conversation, so as

to make it entertaining and morally pure, but also to furnish rules against

the most common verbal faults. It carries out its purpose admirably."—
Portland Advertiser.

" It is a work of great use, and should be in every family. The hints here

given would tend more to purity of language than a year's study otherwise

devoted."— Portsmouth Journal.

* This little manual contains quite a number of useful hints well worthy

of attention."— Boston Evening Gazette.

"There are but few persons, either learned or otherwise, who cannot read

this excellent little work with profit. We most cordially commend in « cue

attention of all classes of readers."— fflie Sunday JS
Tews, Boston.

" The compiler has brought together, within the small compass or one

hundred and forty-seven pages, principles, rules, and hints on the subject of

conversation, which will prove of more value to the young, (and old, too, for

no one is too old to learn,) of both sexes, who desire, as all should, to speak

correct and elegant English, than three months' tuition in a grammar school."

— Yankee Blade.
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" Contersation.—We would say to every one who does not wish to come

Into judgment for idle words, Buy, read, and digest this treatise. It is dedi-

cated to American teachers; and to teachers and their pupils, and to all

America, let it go, and fulfil its useful mission."— The Independent Highway.

" Old and young, educated and uneducated, may consult this small work

tvith advantage."— Gazette.

" TTe welcome with pleasure this little book, which has long been needed.

At the present day, even in refined society, language is wofully abused. Young

ladies are guilty of most extravagant expressions
; young gentlemen, also,

often make use of slang terms, and the rules of syntax are daily set at

defiance. This book is called forth by these existing evils, and should

be widely circulated and read. Few can study it without improvement,

none without pleasure."—New Hampshire Patriot.

»

" It is worth twice its price; and while the conversational errors to which

it adverts are of such constant occurrence, no one should be without it."

—

True Flag, Boston.

"There is nothing so indispensable to true refinement as a polished and

correct manner of conversation, and there are few things, it seems to us, which

Yankees are so prone to neglect. TTe talk rapidly, and care so much more

about what we say than how we say it, that conversation often becomes en-

tirely neglected, when it should receive particular attention. No man con-

verses too well, and no one is above being benefited by this little volume,

which we have perused with more than ordinary pleasure, and which we
strongly 'ecommend to our readers. It has successfully aimed to bring to-

gether -.;ie principles which should govern conversation among persons of

trne r«n< ement of mind and character, and to point out some of the most

common and easily besetting vulgarisms occurring in the colloquial English

ot our country and day. It is a book which should find its way into every

household, and which the young should carefully consult."— Old Colony

Memorial.

'•'Such books as this are greatly needed, and, we are glad to see, are receiv-

ing the public attention. It is a very useful book, and may be studied with

profit by all." — Portland Transcript.
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